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Specialists at UK’s University of Sheffield Blast and 
Impact Engineering Research Group described 
Beirut’s blast as “unquestionably one of the biggest 

non-nuclear explosions in history.” The explosion was the 
equivalent of 1,000 to 1,500 tons of TNT, which is about 10 
percent as powerful as the Hiroshima nuclear bomb, they 
told the Evening Standard. 

As soon as footage started to emerge showing the gravi-
ty of Beirut’s blast, it immediately drew comparisons online 
and in local media to the nuclear bombs dropped on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki towards the end of World War II, 
not only due to the shape of the mushroom cloud it had 
created, but also in terms of the large scale of devastation it 
left.  

There is really no comparison between the Beirut blast 
and the nuclear bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki - 
which, coincidently, marked the 75th anniversaries of the 
bombings in the same week - in terms of the lives lost or 
the devastation wrought in Japan that was and remains 
incalculable. But that doesn’t negate or diminish the devas-
tation in Beirut. And there are lessons Lebanon might draw 
from Japan’s response to its earlier tragedy. 

For many centuries, Japan was controlled by strong mili-
tary dictators called ‘shoguns’ who ruled with an iron fist, 
and many parts of the nation were marred by civil wars and 

conflict. Corruption and violence were prevalent in the 
Japanese society during the ‘feudal Japan’ era, and people 
close to the military government had power and influence in 
a strict class hierarchy. While imperial rule returned to 
Japan in the late 19th century following a rebellion against 
the centuries-old military rule, most of the same character-
istics of the past remained. Japan’s imperial expansion 
ambitions in World War II ended when two of its cities 
were devastated by nuclear weapons. 

Facing destruction the likes of which humanity has never 
seen, the founders of modern Japan realized that the only 
way to overcome a tragedy of such magnitude was to 
change. And in order to achieve change, they realized they 
had to start from within and do away with their old system 
of power that had lasted for hundreds of years and led them 
to the point where they were at the time. They adopted a 
new democracy-based political system, focused all their 
attention on achieving an economic and industrial revolu-
tion, and developed the human capital as the catalyst and 
main resource to achieve that goal. Within a relatively short 
period of time, Japan became the strongest economy in the 
world despite being scarce on natural resources. The socie-
ty was rebuilt while keeping the good values from the old 
traditions, creating an efficient system that harnessed the 
skills of the Japanese people to serve the common good. 

Perhaps the most important lesson we can learn from the 
Japanese experience is that real change and progress hap-
pens when there is leadership that truly loves its country, 
puts its faith in its people and fully believes in their ability 
to achieve the desired goals.  

The Lebanese people who are currently protesting on a 
daily basis believe that this is the opposite of what they 
have faced for the majority of their country’s existence. In 
their demands, they believe that the current confessionalist 

political system needs an overhaul and restructuring in a 
way that gives them a real chance to develop their country, 
as they believe in their ability to build a strong and stable 
society. The Lebanese people have placed the blame for 
the country’s current situation squarely on the shoulders of 
dysfunctional governments lacking the basic qualities of 
leadership, led by those who prioritized personal gain and 
used sectarianism to fuel their ambitions even at the 
expense of leaving their cities in ruins. 

There is a chance today for Lebanon to use the tragedy 
as a turning point to realize change and build a modern 
state led by its people. It is a chance worth taking; whatev-
er the results might end up being, they can’t be worse than 
what’s already happened.

On February 25, I planned to take my daughters to 
see the Al-Farsi kite festival in Bnaider. We go 
almost every year and spend the day playing games, 

flying kites and enjoying the desert winter weather and the 
colorful kites. Unfortunately, the coronavirus showed up in 
Kuwait just before the holiday and we ended up heeding the 
government’s advice to stay at home and avoid going out.  

Nearly six months later, we continue to follow this guid-
ance. We go to work and the grocery store, have been to 
the mall once or twice only for much-needed items, visit the 
beach or park only in the early morning or early evening 
and always maintain social distance and wear a mask. We 
have also avoided all gatherings, crowded events or other 
public activities. Like so many others in Kuwait, we are bat-
tling this pandemic the only way we can - by staying home 
and staying safe.  

Doing this has not been easy but we are among the lucky. 

There are tens of thousands who have suffered from months 
of lockdown, lost their jobs or income, saw their businesses 
closed, possibly never to reopen.  

Children have also been without school for six months 
now. Summer for them is usually the holiday period, a time 
when families travel for at least a few weeks abroad rather 
than endure Kuwait’s sweltering 45C-55C summer heat. 
Because of the pandemic, however, most people are not 
traveling for vacations. Pools and gyms remain closed as are 
all children’s activity centers.  

And though we are trying our best to stay positive, to 
stay active and healthy, to keep anxiety and fear at bay, the 
days have begun to wear on us. The children bicker more 
frequently, us adults are more short tempered and we are all 
ready for a break.  

We’ve crossed into the land of pandemic fatigue, where 
the crisis has transformed from an unusual event into the 
every day. Pandemic normalized. We don masks before 
leaving the house, schedule zoom meetings and live with the 
constant worry that our family, friends and communities will 
suffer greater losses - of people dying, of businesses ruined, 
of salaries cut, jobs terminated.  

Everyone I talk to is feeling the stress, the pressure of the 
pandemic. No one is immune because even if your family 
managed to hold on to their business or work or haven’t had 
anyone get sick, the children are still out of school and the 

economy is stagnated.  
So what to do? How to get past this fatigue, this over-

whelming sense of fear and despair when there are still hun-
dreds of new cases each day and its unclear if there will be 
a second ‘wave’ in the fall or even when the pandemic will 
end and life will return to normal?  

There are no easy fixes, especially for those facing finan-
cial difficulties or health challenges. One way that I’ve 
adopted to address the uncertainty is to stop looking for-
ward to or waiting for the ‘return to normal’. Instead of 
holding my breath and counting the days until life resumes 
as we once knew it to me, my family and I are carving out a 
new normal that includes the reality of the pandemic.  

This pandemic life assumes a certain amount of uncer-
tainty. Rather than waiting for life to resume, we are moving 
on with life as it is. Rather than lamenting virtual learning for 
the fall, we are finding ways to make learning at home fun, 
engaging and meaningful. Rather than mourning the missed 
summer travel, we are exploring ways to be productive and 
creative in our home environment.  

The circumstances are not ideal but since we have no 
choice in the matter, we are viewing 2020 as a gap year 
for us all, a break from our normal lives and routine and 
hope that we survive this pandemic with our lives, our 
families and emerge with new passions, new skills and 
new opportunities.
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IN MY VIEW

Lebanon and learning from history to overcome tragedy 

BEIRUT: A woman with her boy contemplate the damaged grain 
silos at the port of Beirut following a huge explosion that disfig-
ured the Lebanese capital, on August 12, 2020. — AFP
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The period between July and August
is the season to harvest dates in
Kuwait, as palm trees around the
country bear fruit during this time of

the year. Dates are commonly divided into
three main categories based on the fruit’s
level of ripeness: the ‘balah’ or when the
fruit retains a yellowish color and hard shell,
the ‘rutab’ or when the fruit’s shell appears

half ripe, and the ‘tamr’ or when the fruit is
fully ripe and appears in its well-known
brownish color. Dates are popular in their
three different stages of ripeness in Kuwait
and the Arab Peninsula, where they are all
harvested and eaten on different occasions. 

— Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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Tailoring, dressmaking shop workers
struggle to survive, meet daily needs

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: Barber shops, beauty salons and spas
or massage parlors are closed in this stage of re-
turning to normalcy in Kuwait. The list of busi-
nesses that remain shut down as part of
precautions against the spread of the novel coro-
navirus include dressmaking and tailoring shops
too. Kuwait Times visited the shops of tailoring
businesses in Murgab and Sharq areas, which re-
main closed until further notice.

Leonarda Fortin is just one of many tailors in
Kuwait City who are still struggling to survive
since their businesses were closed in March. “I
accepted a part time job of cleaning at a clinic for
a month. Thank God, the owner gave me KD 200
for my one-month service,” she said. “Maybe he
felt that I am in dire need. We had only agreed
for KD 100, but at the end of the month and when
his cleaner returned to work after Farwaniya’s
lockdown ended, he gave me KD 200 instead of
KD 100.” Five areas had remained isolated after
Kuwait ended its total curfew on May 31st. The
lockdown ended in Hawally and Khaitan on June
21, 2020, in Mahboula and Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh on
July 9, 2020, and in Farwaniya on July 26.

“I know his act was out of mercy because he
knew I was struggling. If it wasn’t for that pay-
ment, I would not have been able to pay rent or
buy food during the five months I’ve been with-
out work,” she admitted. Fortin shares an apart-
ment with others in Hawally where she pays KD
80 a month for a partition room. “Until our shops
are open, I am still feeling very weak and sad. I
am now 55 years old, and this is my first time to
be in this state of panic and anxiety,” she said.

Fortin started running her own dressmaking
shop in Awqaf Mall in late 2019. “I just started
running my own shop after almost 20 years of
being an employee myself, but I am sad to ex-
perience the worst nightmare of my life over the
COVID-19 pandemic. I was happy that the
shop I had been running for many years was
formally given to me by my Kuwaiti sponsor to
run it by myself as my own business, but less
than a year later, COVID-19 arrived and my
business was shuttered,” narrated a teary eyed
Fortin. Before the pandemic, she said that she
was earning a large amount of money as the
shop was fully entrusted to her by her sponsor.
But most of her earnings go straight to her fam-
ily back in the Philippines

“Now I don’t know when we could be allowed
to restart. They said maybe by the end of August
or in September, so until then, it means more time
to struggle,” she said. Fortin added that even as
they have no work and their shops are closed, the
real estate company which runs the commercial
facilities in Awqaf Mall continue to ask her to pay
her monthly shop’s rent. “My rent for that shop is
KD 385 a month. I used to pay that amount every
month since I run the business myself. But since
we closed, I have been struggling to find money
to pay for the shop’s rent, or even my house’s rent
and basic daily necessities. So I asked  my
Kuwaiti sponsor to take over the shop temporar-
ily and pay the rent. Thank God she agreed, but
I have to pay her back once everything returns
to normal,” she noted. 

“Now my concern is just to survive and be
safe; Insha’Allah we are allowed to open soon.
There are customers who are back and calling,
although very few. Some of them want to have
their gowns finished, so I am slowly accepting
some of those small jobs inside my house. If not
because of them, maybe I would not be able to
survive,” she said. Her sponsor also gives her
some amount of money for food. During the total

lockdown, she found herself queuing for food
distributed by the government and charities. 

Textile and retail shops inside a mall in Mur-
gab near Mubarakiya Market opened since last
month when malls where allowed to operate at
the start of stage three of return to normalcy.
But tailoring and dressmaking shops located on
the second floor of the mall remain closed. De-
spite that, some tailors await customers inside
the mall, and offer them their services. “In case
customers want our service, we do it inside our
shops but behind closed doors to avoid being
caught by the municipality,” one of the tailors
told Kuwait Times. “We sit there and wait for
potential customers, but only accept minor
works since we have to be very careful because
our shops could be closed if the municipality
finds out,” he said.

According to him, tailors were told they are
not allowed to operate despite the fact that other
shops in the mall have opened because of the na-
ture of their work, which usually requires them to
get too close to customers while taking their
measurements. “But we have been closed for five
months now and are all struggling to meet our
daily needs,” he lamented. 

Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: Al-Maqsab Gate is one of the five main gates that used to provide access to Kuwait City in its early days along with the gates of Bneid Al-Qar, Shamiya, Shaab and Jahra. It is
located in Kuwait City near the Holy Family Cathedral, positioned on one end of Soor Street which once encircled early Kuwait City. Al-Maqsab Gate has been refurbished and serves as a
historical monument to Kuwait’s trading past. — Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh 
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KUWAIT/BEIRUT: The Arab Media Forum
Authority launched on Wednesday, in coopera-
tion with the Arab League, the largest remote
youth rally for humanity, themed ‘For Lebanon
Initiative’ in support of Lebanese people, due to
the massive explosion that hit Beirut Port last
week. “What is happening in Lebanon requires
a serious international support, with strict and
active global united efforts to offer the country
aid during such tough circumstances,” the Spe-
cial Envoy of the Arab League Secretary Gen-
eral for Humanitarian Affairs Sheikha Hessa
Al-Thani said in press remarks. She expressed
her gratitude and appreciation for the partner-
ship with Arab Media Forum and offered her
total support to this initiative. “Our brothers in
Lebanon are in urgent need of all forms of aid
due to the destructive explosion that struck
Beirut,” the Secretary General of the Arab
Media Forum Madi Al-Khamees said, calling on
everyone to offer assistance to Lebanon.

Participations and ideas
The Arab Media Forum launched the largest

humanitarian youth initiative all over the Arab
World, to welcome participations and ideas to
offer aid to Lebanon. The ‘For Lebanon Initia-
tive’ was launched with the participation of
Honorary Chairperson of Gulf Society for the
Disabled Sheikha Suhaila Al-Sabah, United Na-
tions Secretary General’s Special Adviser Dr
Ahmad Al-Muraikhi, Director of the Centre for
Conflict and Humanitarian Studies Sultan
Barakat, Head of the United Nations Office for

the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN-
OCHA) Regional Office Iyad Nasr, United Na-
tions Refugee Agency (UNHCR) Regional
Representative for the Gulf Khaled Khalifa,
along with a number of Arab and international
authorities’ representatives, and the participa-
tion of 300 presenters of initiatives from all over
the Arab nations.

Relief aid
In other news, the Kuwaiti airlift continued

on Wednesday transporting relief and humani-

tarian needs to Lebanon for the eighth consec-
utive day, with the arrival of two planes carrying
about 100 tons of urgent needs, following a re-
cent explosion at Beirut Port. Abdullah Al-Sha-
heen, a counselor at the Kuwaiti embassy in
Lebanon, said that the two planes were loaded
with about 100 tons of foodstuffs, as the total
since the start of the launch carried 605 tons.
There is full cooperation with the Lebanese au-
thorities represented by the leadership of the

Lebanese Army through securing all facilities
and delivery, in addition to the shipments that
were delivered to the Red Cross and presented
by the Kuwait Red Crescent Society, he added.

He indicated that the airlift will continue with the
arrival of more planes loaded with aid in the
coming days, to support Lebanon in this unfor-
tunate circumstance. — KUNA

Arab Media Forum launches
Lebanon support campaign

Kuwaiti airlift supports Lebanon for 8th consecutive day

BEIRUT: Food aid is loaded out of a Kuwait Air Force plane that arrived at Beirut International Airport on
Wednesday. — KUNA

Largest remote
youth rally for

humanity

Kuwait Minister
greets youth on
anti-COVID-19 efforts
KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Minister of Information and Minister of State
for Youth Affairs Mohammad Al-Jabri said Wednesday the Kuwaiti
youth have proven their competence in the novel coronavirus pan-
demic. “The COVID-19 pandemic, which shook the world and has
affected countries’ economies and negatively impacted sustainable
development and international trade, through which Kuwaiti youth
proved in a way that astonished the state with the extent of its
great responsibility in helping the most institutions in the country
in confronting this pandemic,” the minister said in a statement
marking the World Youth Day.

Kuwaiti youth contributed to hospitals, cooperative societies
and were professionally trained to qualify in filling deficiency of
human resources that were likely to occur in some government in-
stitutions such as the municipal apparatus, the fire department, the
Kuwait Red Crescent Society and others, he boasted. The minister
pointed to their active role in distributing goods and food in re-
stricted areas and delivering medicines, helping the elderly, people
with special needs and many other crucial actions. He added that
the government of the State of Kuwait pays special attention to
youth and supports them in various fields and levels, noting that his

ministry is working to achieve their
ambitions by adopting a number of
projects related to the development
of youth scientifically and intellec-
tually. To achieve this, Jabri ex-
plained that the Cabinet has
adopted the National Youth Policy
that the office of the Minister of
State for Youth Affairs is working
on its implementation, as the minis-
ter explained that the components
of this policy lie in highlighting the
creative aspects of every Kuwaiti
youth so that work is done to refine
them with the latest means.

Conrad Lesa, United Nations Resident Coordinator ad interim
in the State of Kuwait, said: “The vast majority of pressing chal-
lenges humanity currently faces, such as the COVID-19 outbreak,
wars, hunger, civil unrest and climate change require concerted
global action and the meaningful engagement and participation of
young people to be addressed effectively.” With young people
playing a key role in the management of this outbreak and the re-
covery following the outbreak, young innovators are already re-
sponding to the virus through social impact innovation, he said.
Around the world, several initiatives are being developed to lever-
age young people’s efforts to generate and deliver support to at-
risk populations or populations affected by the pandemic, he
added. Many youth-driven technology innovation hubs are sup-

porting startups to develop effective solutions to address COVID-
19 around the world, the UN official noted. The young population
is also pivotal in curbing the spread of infections by being disci-
plined and complying with the recommendations of WHO and gov-
ernment authorities, a huge responsibility but one that can never
be under-estimated nonetheless, he said.

Eltayeb Adam, UNICEF Representative to the Gulf highlighted
that youth in Kuwait constitutes 72 percent of the total population,
which reflects the cruciality of their role in contributing to the de-
velopment and enhancement of the future of Kuwait. Subsequent
to the COVID-19 outbreak, youth volunteers in Kuwait were at the
frontlines supporting the Government efforts in halting the massive
spread of the virus, he said. The youth volunteered in hospitals,
NGOs, cooperative societies and other critical service centers to
enable the country to respond to the nation-wide needs, he added.

“Shortly after declaring the COVID-19 as a global pandemic, a
total of 3,000 youth volunteers registered through the Public Au-
thority for Youth, and the numbers kept increasing following the
individual youth initiatives responding effectively to the society’s
needs,” he said. “In Kuwait, young people stood up to the challenge
and went above and beyond. Once again, we witness their incred-
ible ability and creativity to find innovative solutions to all sorts of
challenges,” added Adam. “Today’s youth possess unique digital
skills that we need to reimagine a new, better and sustainable
world,” he concluded. In 1999, the UN General Assembly endorsed
the recommendation made by the World Conference of Ministers
Responsible for Youth (Lisbon, 8-12 August 1998) that 12 August
be declared International Youth Day. —KUNA

Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth
Affairs Mohammad Al-Jabri



Police investigates
Jleeb woman’s
‘mysterious’ death
KUWAIT: An Asian woman died and another person was hospi-
talized after suffering from severe suffocation inside an apartment
in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh on Wednesday, Kuwait Fire Service Direc-
torate (KFSD) said. Firemen from Jleeb Fire Station and Mubarak
Al-Kabeer hazardous substances unit had rushed to the scene in
response to an emergency call. An investigation was opened to de-
termine the cause of death, especially since no fire was involved in
the incident. 

Fatal accident
Two people died and another was critically injured in an acci-

dent reported on Jahra Road on Wednesday. Firemen and para-
medics rushed to the scene where the accident was reported, but
found out after arriving that two of the victims had succumbed to
their injuries, while the third was transported to Al-Sabah Hospital
with severe injuries. An investigation was opened into the accident.
Meanwhile, two motorists were injured when their vehicles collided
with each other on Seventh Ring Road on Wednesday. The victims,
Kuwaiti and Arab national, were hospitalized with mild injuries. A
case was filed to investigate the cause of the accident.

Suicide
An Asian woman was found dead in her Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh

apartment in a case that was classified as suicide according to pre-

liminary investigations. Firefighters who reported to the scene in
response to an emergency call found the victim’s body hanging
from the ceiling of one of the rooms in her apartment, KFSD said.
A case was filed for further investigations. 

Landmine explosion
A shepherd from Mali died in an explosion that happened when

he stepped on a landmine near Ahmad Al-Jaber Base, said security
sources. A case was filed for investigations.

Drug possession
Hawalli detectives arrested a citizen who violated the partial

curfew while being under the influence of drugs. Police also found
drugs in his possession. Case papers indicate that Hawalli patrol
officers suspected a vehicle that was driving during the curfew

hours, and ordered the driver to pull over. They searched him after
noticing that he was acting strangely, and placed him under arrest
after finding the drugs. The man was referred to relevant authori-
ties pending further legal action. 
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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Ministry of Health
said yesterday 701 people tested positive
for the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in
the past 24 hours, but no death cases
were registered. Total registered infec-
tions climbed to 74,486 while fatalities
remained at 489, Ministry of Health
(MoH) spokesman Dr Abdullah Al-Sanad
said in a press statement. The health min-
istry had reported earlier that 648 people
recovered from the virus within the same
period, taking the total of recoveries up
to 66,099

Dr Sanad said the new cases of infec-
tion include 500 Kuwaiti nationals, or
71.33 percent, and 201 non-Kuwaitis, or
28.67 percent. He further explained that
the cases’ distribution in medical zones
was as follows: 209 in Ahmadi, 172 in
Jahra, 127 in Farwaniya, 99 in Hawally and
94 in Capital. Furthermore, he revealed
that 118 patients were in the intensive
care units, while the total number of pa-
tients receiving treatment was 7,898.
Moreover, Dr Sanad said health care
workers conducted 4,147 swab tests in
the past 24 hours, raising total swabs
since the outbreak of the pandemic to
548,005. — KUNA

Kuwait: Zero COVID-19
deaths, 701 new cases

Recoveries up to 66,099 with 648 more patients healed

Ministry announces
2020-2021 academic
year’s calendar
KUWAIT: The Ministry of Education (MOE) on Wednesday
approved the 2020-2021 academic year’s calendar for staff
and students in all educational stages at public and Arabic
private schools, during which classes will remain online
pending updates from the ministry. According to the calen-
dar, the new year will begin on October 4, 2020 for all stages
and end on May 6 for kindergarten, on June 13 for primary
and intermediate stage and on June 24 for secondary stage. 

The calendar also shows that the mid-term vacation will
be in the period of February 14-24, 2021, whereas the final
exams for grade 12 will be held in the period of June 13-24,
2021. Accordingly, MOE stated that all schools have been
disinfected and cleaned before teachers start work on re-
suming the remaining period of the academic year 2019-
2020 for the grade 12 stage, adding that all teachers
underwent special training courses to provide e-learning
using the ‘Microsoft Teams’ software. MOE also stressed that
all precautionary measures are strictly followed in various
schools in terms of wearing masks and gloves, social distanc-
ing and using sterilizers.

In other news, audit and control bodies in Kuwait are cur-
rently looking into the economic feasibility of the education
ministry’s decision to extend contracts to hire buses and
drivers to transport school students despite the decision to
opt to online learning for the coming period, a local daily re-
ported yesterday. “This topic was brought to attention when
the education ministry repeatedly asked to extend the con-
tracts despite the precautionary measures taken to fight
COVID-19 and the fact that transportation is not needed for
the time being,” Al-Rai daily reported quoting sources. 

KUWAIT: A firefighter is seen inside the Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh apartment where
a woman was found dead and another person seriously injured.

A heavily damaged vehicle seen after an accident reported on Jahra Road.
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BEIRUT: A Lebanese man talks on the phone while seated by the rubble of a destroyed traditional building in the Gemmayzeh neighborhood, following last week’s cataclysmic
port explosion which devastated the capital Beirut. —AFP

BEIRUT: Within hours of the Beirut mega-blast, conspiracy the-
ories on what caused the disaster in the Lebanese capital spread
like wildfire on social media. The August 4 detonation of an aban-
doned shipment of ammonium nitrate in Beirut port’s Hangar 12,
after an initial blast and fire, cost more than 170 lives, injured thou-
sands and left hundreds of thousands temporarily homeless. Im-
ages and videos were posted within minutes on social media of
the atomic bomb-like explosion and its apocalyptic aftermath
across the Mediterranean metropolis. In the absence of clear-cut
answers and pending the results of an official investigation, some
postings have served to feed disinformation.

Missile attack?
A video showing a missile in the sky was quickly touted as

proof of an attack by Lebanon’s former wartime enemy and neigh-
bor Israel. But verification by AFP shows the missile image was

digitally pasted into the video, after several earlier postings of the
same footage which showed no such projectile. A separate posting
of a rocket crashing into another site in Beirut port is marked as
“filmed by thermal camera”.

But a filter was found to have been added to the footage and a
missile inserted. To back up the finger-pointing at Israel, with
which Lebanon technically remains at war, online videos allegedly
show a drone dropping an unidentified object over the port, sec-
onds before the blast. It has been authenticated but with no con-
nection to August 4, and linked in fact to Israeli drones over south
Lebanon days earlier, according to several local media. A photo-
graph of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu holding a
map of Beirut to indicate the port has been added to the mix.

But the picture dates back to September 2018 and shows Ne-
tanyahu at the UN General Assembly condemning alleged “secret
sites” of the Lebanese Shiite movement Hezbollah. He was point-

ing at a zone near Beirut international airport, several kilometers
away from the port. The Beirut blast created a crater 43 meters
deep, according to a Lebanese security source, citing an assess-
ment by French experts in pyrotechnics. But doctored photo-
graphs have cropped up on social media among the abundance
of shots of actual widespread destruction across Beirut.

One shows rows of totally burnt-out “imported cars” - an
image in fact taken in eastern China’s Hebei province after a 2015
blast at a chemical warehouse. The crater it left behind is falsely
identified as the scene at Beirut port. Among other rigged photos
suggesting international solidarity with Beirut have been fake im-
ages of Cairo pyramids and Tunis clock tower lit up in the colours
of the Lebanese flag. Lebanon’s Prime Minister Hassan Diab on
Monday handed in the resignation of his government following
angry street demonstrations over official corruption and negli-
gence blamed for the catastrophe. —AFP

Blast images show the apocalyptic aftermath 

Beirut blast conspiracy tales abound
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STONEHAVEN: Three people died when a pas-
senger train derailed in northeast Scotland on
Wednesday, police said, following heavy rains and
severe flooding across parts of the region
overnight. The crash occurred in the morning close
to the town of Stonehaven, around 25 kilometers
south of Aberdeen. Smoke could be seen rising
from the scene in pictures broadcast on television
news channels.

“Very sadly despite the best efforts of para-
medics, we can confirm that three people have
been pronounced dead at the scene,” British Trans-
port Police said in a statement. The driver is be-
lieved to be one of the fatalities, according to
police, with six other people hospitalised, although
none of their injuries are thought to be serious.  The
Rail, Maritime and Transport (RMT) union also told
the domestic Press Association agency that the
train conductor was another victim.

Union TSSA said the train was the 06:38 (05:38
GMT) service travelling from Aberdeen to Glas-
gow. Scotland’s First Minister Nicola Sturgeon ini-
tially told the Scottish Parliament that there were
“early reports of serious injuries” after noting on
Twitter the crash was “an extremely serious inci-

dent.” Sturgeon said it occurred in an area where
it was difficult for emergency services to access.
Some 30 emergency vehicles were attending the
scene of the derailment which happened at 9:40am
(08:40 GMT). British Prime Minister Boris Johnson
said: “I am saddened to learn of the very serious
incident in Aberdeenshire and my thoughts are
with all of those affected. My thanks to the emer-
gency services at the scene.”  Thunderstorms and
torrential rain battered parts of central and eastern
Scotland overnight, creating hazardous travelling
conditions. Photos posted on social media by local
authorities showed heavy flooding in the nearby
town of Stonehaven early Wednesday. Network
Rail Scotland, the company which looks after the
rail infrastructure, said it was working alongside
emergency services.— AFP 

Three dead in
Scottish passenger
train crash

BANGKOK: Leaderless, social media-savvy and in-
spired by Hong Kong’s young activists, Thailand’s
budding pro-democracy movement is intent on
overhauling the government, rewriting the constitu-
tion and even taking on a law that shields the monar-
chy. The kingdom has seen a decades-long
spin-cycle of coups and violent street protests led
by well-funded veterans for or against the establish-
ment. But the new generation of demonstrators says
its fight is very different, as they stage near-daily
protests with crowds of up to several thousand
angry young Thais. “I just want my rights,” said 20-
year-old Rawee, real name Nawiboon Chompoo,
who helps fire up rallies with chants for reform and
by burning pictures of the country’s prime minister.

“The government is unreliable and bad for the
people.” Premier Prayut Chan-O-Cha is a former
army chief and mastermind of the 2014 coup that
brought military rule back to Thailand for five years.
The 66-year-old became prime minister of a gov-
ernment packed with pro-military figures after an
election last year. Demonstrators say the election
was deeply flawed, held under an army-scripted
constitution that allowed junta-picked senators to
have a say in appointing the premier. Protesters are

calling for a rewrite of the constitution and the dis-
solution of parliament.

Creativity 
“We’re partly inspired by the Hong Kong

protests,” said activist Tattep Ruangprapaikitseree,
referring to the months-long unrest over communist
China’s tightening grip on the semi-autonomous city.
“We have no real leaders or organizers-people just
come out by themselves.” Like in Hong Kong, creativ-
ity has been a hallmark of the Thai rallies. Protesters
have borrowed pop culture symbols, including songs
from Japanese cartoon Hamtaro and the musical Les
Miserables, as well as the three-fingered salute from
The Hunger Games movies. They have even staged
Harry Potter-themed demonstrations.

‘There is nothing’ 
The coronavirus pandemic sent Thailand’s econ-

omy into free fall, focusing already simmering dis-
content against the government’s handling of the
crisis. Alleged human rights abuses by authorities
are also fuelling anger. In June, the disappearance in
Cambodia of Thai pro-democracy activist Wan-
chalearm Satsaksit sparked a Twitter campaign that
spilled offline when protesters across the country
demanded answers.

At least eight activists who fled Thailand since
the 2014 coup have disappeared in the past two
years, according to Human Rights Watch. Most pro-
testers support the opposition Future Forward Party,
whose leaders were banned in February from poli-
tics for a decade over electoral breaches-a move
they maintain was politically motivated.—AFP 

‘We must fight’: Thai 
youths take on the 
establishment

Yemen’s heritage battered 
first by bombs, then floods

‘We are between life and death’
SANAA: Muddy waters lap overfoot in Sanaa’s Old
City, inhabited without interruption for more than
2,500 years but now facing disaster after floods
that threaten the collapse of irreplaceable houses.
The deluge risks finishing off the destruction of its
distinctive buildings with their ochre brick facades
and white latticework windows, experts say. The
foundations were already weakened by bombings
in Yemen’s long war.  “Since dawn we have been
trying to clean the mud off the roofs and drain the
water-but it’s no use,” said Ali al-Ward, a long-time
resident.

“We sleep with fear in the pits of our stomachs.
We are between life and death,” said the frail man
with a greying beard as he surveyed the damage in
the UNESCO World Heritage-listed site. Flooding is
common in Yemen at this time of year, blighting the
poorest country on the Arabian peninsula that is in
the grips of what the UN calls the world’s worst hu-
manitarian disaster. The city has since 2014 endured
a conflict that pits government forces against Houthi
rebels who hold much of the country’s north.

But the flooding has been particularly severe this
year. At least 172 people have been killed across
Yemen since mid-July, according to official sources
and local authorities. Torrential rains have also
threatened other UNESCO heritage sites in Yemen,
including in Shibam further east, renowned for its

high-rise mud-brick “skyscrapers”. 
In the capital Sanaa, 106 buildings, including five

in the Old City, have been destroyed so far and 156
damaged, a source at the Houthi health ministry told
AFP.  With water still lapping at the fragile structures,
many of which have had no maintenance for years,
there are fears that others will tumble. “Our homes
are made with earth walls. We hope civil society
groups will find a solution for us,” said Mohammed
al-Khamissi, a young resident of the Old City.

The extent of the damage can be blamed on
years of “negligence and a lack of maintenance”,
said Doaa al-Wassiei, an official with the authority
that manages Yemen’s historic towns. “Sanaa is lit-
erally melting. The bombings which struck the town
have made the foundations fragile. The rain has come
to finish off whatever was left,” said Wassiei, who is
also a member of a heritage protection group.

“Undoubtedly budgets are squeezed because of
the war but this is about our identity, and just as we
defend our country, so we must defend our identity.”
She called for more coordination between govern-
ment and civil society groups involved in conserva-
tion. The work of those involved in protecting the
nation’s heritage was being hampered by dysfunc-
tion and a lack of political will.

The 2015 intervention of a Saudi-led coalition in
support of the government against the Iran-backed

Huthis escalated the conflict on many levels. Coali-
tion warplanes have been accused of targeting civil-
ians as well as historic sites including the Old City.
The war has claimed tens of thousands of lives, and
displaced some three million people. About 24 mil-
lion Yemenis-four-fifths of the population-are de-
pendent on some form of humanitarian aid.

Shibam, located in Hadramawt province 500
kilometers from the capital, is also on the UNESCO
heritage list and like Sanaa has not been spared by
the elements. At least four homes have been com-
pletely destroyed and 15 damaged at the 16th-cen-
tury site dubbed the “Manhattan of the Desert”
because of its striking mud-brick towers. —AFP 

SANAA: Yemeni laborers remove the rubble ahead of restoration works on the site of a collapsed UN-
ESCO-listed building following heavy rains, in the old city of the Yemeni capital Sanaa. —AFP 

STONEHAVEN: Emergency services personnel are
seen at the scene of a train crash near Stonehaven
in northeast Scotland. — AFP 
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KHARTOUM: Sudan has beefed up security in Red Sea state and
imposed a curfew in its main sea gateway of Port Sudan after 32
people died in recent tribal clashes, the country’s interior ministry
said late on Wednesday. Sudan is one year into a three-year tran-
sition after the overthrow of former President Omar al-Bashir and
faces challenges including simmering insecurity in several regions
and a deep economic crisis. Security forces arrested 85 people
over the recent violence, which also left 98 people wounded, and
local authorities imposed a curfew in Port Sudan to restore order,
the ministry said in a statement. The casualties included security
force members.

Local media reports and activists on social media said the
clashes broke out between the Beni Amer and Nuba tribes which
have a history of mutual violence. Representatives of the two
tribes signed a reconciliation deal in September last year after
deadly clashes. The government had deployed more security
forces to the state to impose “the prestige of the state and the
rule of law, and to strengthen security and stability,” the interior
ministry said.

The security measures had helped to stabilize the situation and
led to “a cautious calm,” it added. Port Sudan is also used by
South Sudan to export oil. Prime Minster Abdalla Hamdok said in
an earlier statement he had held several meetings during the past
week with community and political leaders from eastern Sudan
to address “the political, security and violence situation” in the
region. Hamdok is leading a transitional civilian government under
a three-year power-sharing deal with the military.

In another development, clashes between soldiers and civilians
during a disarmament exercise in the central South Sudanese
town of Tonj have left 127 dead, the army spokesman said

Wednesday. Major General Lul Ruai Koang told AFP that the
fighting erupted on Saturday as security forces carried out an op-
eration to disarm civilians in the area which has seen deadly inter-
communal clashes.

More than six years after a civil war broke out in the country,
and in the absence of a functioning government, many communi-
ties are flush with weapons, which they keep for protection or de-
fense against cattle raids. The violence in Tonj began after several
armed youths got into a disagreement with soldiers. An initial
armed confrontation was brought under control, but according
to Koang the youths mobilized others for an attack on the army
position.

“On the latest, the number of those killed, I can confirm to you
that it rose to 127,” Koang said, adding that 45 of those killed were
security forces and 82 were youths from the area. A further 32
soldiers were injured. Koang said two military officers involved
in “triggering the clashes” had been arrested, and that the situa-
tion in Tonj had calmed down. South Sudan is emerging from a
six-year civil war that left 380,000 dead and millions displaced,
and disarmament is a major stumbling block.

Experts have warned against operations that coerce people to
lay down their guns without proper planning, as some communi-
ties could find themselves unable to protect themselves after their
weapons are removed. “The clashes should be an opportunity to
rethink the approach to disarmament. What is the point of remov-
ing guns without addressing what drives folks to arms them-
selves?” Geoffrey Duke, head of the South Sudan Action
Network on Small Arms, said on Twitter. “We can take guns away
this week & they buy a new one next week (as) long as they still
see the need to have (one).”— Agencies  

Sudan boosts security 
as tribal clashes kill 32 

127 killed as civilians, soldiers clash in South Sudan

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s King Salman arrived at a planned
Red Sea megacity to “rest and recuperate”, state media said
yesterday, after the 84-year-old ruler underwent surgery to
remove his gall bladder. The kingdom has sought to quell
speculation over the health of the ageing monarch, who has
ruled the top oil exporter and the Arab world’s biggest econ-
omy since 2015. “The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
King Salman arrived in NEOM, where he will spend some
time to rest and recuperate,” the official Saudi Press Agency
said in a brief statement.

State television showed the king standing on an escalator
descending from a plane and later arriving in a convoy of cars
at what appeared to be a royal palace in NEOM, an area in
the kingdom’s northwest that is currently under development.
The king left Riyadh’s King Faisal hospital on July 30 after a
10-day stay following a laparoscopic surgery to remove his
gall bladder, according to the royal court. A video released
by state media, apparently aimed at dispelling rumors about
the king’s health, showed him chairing a virtual cabinet meet-
ing from hospital.

It is rare for the secretive kingdom to report on the health
of the monarch. In 2017, Saudi Arabia dismissed reports and
mounting speculation that the king was planning to abdicate
in favor of his son Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who
is seen as the de facto ruler. The Saudi royal family tradition-
ally spends the summer in Morocco and other European des-
tinations. The $500-billion NEOM, set to be built from
scratch along the kingdom’s picturesque western coast, was
hit by a rare revolt earlier this year after a tribesman was
gunned down by security forces.

The tribesman had refused to give up his land for the proj-
ect. Under the king’s rule, Saudi Arabia has launched ambi-
tious economic reforms for a post-oil era and given more
rights to women, but also adopted a more assertive foreign
policy and entered a war in neighboring Yemen. The king was
the second reigning monarch in the Gulf to be hospitalized
recently, after Kuwait’s 91-year-old emir Sheikh Sabah al-
Ahmad Al-Sabah, amid the twin regional crises of the coron-
avirus pandemic and a plunge in crude prices.— AFP

Saudi king lands in Red 
Sea megacity to ‘rest’ 

PORT LOUIS: Mauritius avoided a second cat-
astrophic oil spill Wednesday after salvage
crews pumped the remaining fuel from the tanks
of a cargo ship that ran aground off its coast, im-
perilling world-famous wildlife sanctuaries. The
stricken vessel threatens to break apart after
more than two weeks stranded on a reef, where
it leaked more than 1,000 tons of fuel into pris-
tine seas.

Prime Minister Pravind Jugnauth said “all the
fuel” had been pumped from reservoirs beneath
the MV Wakashio bulk carrier, dodging what
experts warned would been a crippling blow to
an island nation popular with honeymooners and
ecotourists. “It was a race against the clock, and
I salute the excellent work to prevent another oil
spill,” said Jugnauth, who added that another
100 tonnes still remained elsewhere aboard the
Japanese-owned ship. “The weather was calm

and it helped the pumping exercise, it also pre-
vented the breakup of the boat, which is in-
evitable.”

Mauritius declared an unprecedented envi-
ronmental emergency last week as the
Wakashio, which ran aground on July 25, began
seeping oil into a protected marine park boast-
ing unspoiled coral reefs, mangrove forests and
endangered species. Jugnauth said the “ecolog-
ical crisis” was beyond the scope of the tiny In-
dian Ocean nation, and appealed for urgent
international help.  France and Japan were
among those to answer the call, along with thou-
sands of ordinary Mauritians who volunteered
day and night to clean sludge from the pictur-
esque tropical coastline to which their economy
is deeply tied.

Jugnauth acknowledged there was “still a lot
of work to do” assessing and cleaning up the
damage, but refused to take responsibility for
the disaster. “How did I do wrong?” he said,
adding bad weather hindered efforts to pump oil
from the ship earlier. “We did everything right
from the start. We were told that the risks of an
oil spill were very low. The experts convinced us
otherwise.” Police have launched an investiga-
tion into the accident and have seized the black
box, log book and other items of interest from

the vessel as part of their inquiries.
Fresh cracks appeared in the hull this week

near the fuel reservoirs, spurring fears that the
Wakashio could soon split up and inflict irre-
versible damage on the archipelago’s fragile ma-
rine ecosystem. The ship struck a reef at Pointe

d’Esny, an ecological treasure fringed by idyllic
beaches, colorful reefs, sanctuaries for rare and
endemic wildlife, and protected wetlands. 

Aerial images showed huge stretches of crys-
tal-clear seas around the marooned cargo ship
stained an inky black. — AFP 

Mauritius dodges
2nd catastrophic
oil spill

POINTE D’ESNY: Handout satellite image obtained courtesy of Maxar Technologies shows a
close-up of the MV Wahashio shipwreck off the coast of Mauritius. — AFP 
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Last doctor standing: Pandemic 
pushes Indian hospital to brink

Chronic shortage of manpower and resources
BHAGALPUR: Guards armed with rifles escort Dr
Kumar Gaurav as he makes the rounds at his hos-
pital on the banks of the Ganges River. The guards
are there to protect him from the relatives of pa-
tients, including those suffering from COVID-19.
The relatives keep barging into the wards, even the
ICU, to stroke and feed their loved ones, often
without wearing even the flimsiest of masks as bar-
riers against the novel coronavirus.

“If we stop them, they get angry,” he says.
“They want to give homemade meals to their pa-
tients, and some even want to massage their pa-
tients. And they are taking the infections from our
ICUs to the other people in the society.” He stops
to tell the wife of a patient in the ICU she must
leave. She obeys, only to return after a few minutes
from another entrance.

It’s the monsoon season, and the humidity is
reaching unbearable levels. But the few air condi-
tioners in the hospital aren’t working, and some rel-
atives use hand fans to keep their loved ones cool
in wards dirty with garbage and discarded protec-
tive equipment. It wasn’t supposed to be like this
for Kumar. Nine years ago, the 42-year-old psy-
chiatrist moved his family back to his hometown for
a quieter life and better pay after three years in the
Indian capital, New Delhi. 

He accepted a job as a medical professor and
consultant psychiatrist at the 900-bed Jawahar
Lal Nehru Medical College and Hospital, named
after India’s first prime minister. Life was unevent-
ful but rewarding, spent teaching classes and vis-
iting his psychiatry patients. Now, with some
doctors struck down by the coronavirus and oth-
ers refusing to work, he has been named the top
official at the hospital, despite being one of its
most junior consultants - and suffering from dia-
betes and hypertension, two risk factors for se-
vere COVID-19.

But he says he felt compelled to volunteer for
the job. “A lot of my colleagues refused,” he says.
“I had to take up the responsibility.” In April, as the
pandemic struck here in the eastern state of Bihar,
the hospital was selected as one of just four
COVID-dedicated hospitals for a population of
100 million people - at least in theory. In practice,
Kumar says the nearest hospital with proper criti-
cal-care facilities is around 200 kilometers away.
And with proper healthcare in the surrounding
rural areas difficult to find, general patients have
nowhere else to go but his hospital.

In June, Kumar says, the district administration
instructed the hospital to treat uninfected patients,
too. “In an ideal world, there should not be any
non-COVID patients in this hospital,” Kumar says.
The healthcare system in Bhagalpur, like many
other parts of Bihar, is on the verge of collapse, he
says. Interviews with dozens of staff, patients and
relatives at the hospital paint a picture of condi-
tions that might shock those accustomed to images
of hermetically sealed ICUs during the pandemic,
with relatives not even allowed to touch their dying
loved ones.

They tell of a chronic shortage of manpower
and resources such as blood and medicines. All 37
beds in the ICU are occupied; on the floor next to
one of the beds, a relative sits on a brightly colored
blanket he has brought from home, a water bottle
by his side. Kumar says he feels powerless to pre-
vent the lapses in isolation of the COVID patients.
“We don’t know who is positive and who is nega-
tive,” the psychiatrist says. “We don’t know their
status and we cannot wait for them to be tested.
They just need the treatment. We are the most vul-
nerable population.”

Spokesmen for India’s federal government and
the Bihar government, as well as several bureau-
crats and ministers responsible for healthcare at
federal and state level, didn’t respond to detailed
requests for comment. Pranav Kumar, the top bu-
reaucrat in Bhagalpur district, also didn’t respond
to a request for comment.

Troubled state
As infections slow in many other countries,

India is still reporting more than 50,000 cases per
day. Its total of more than 2 million cases trails only
the United States and Brazil, and cases show no
signs of slowing. Since the pandemic struck India,
more than 46,000 people have died. Although
India’s major cities, such as New Delhi and Mumbai
- the first to be hit by the virus - have registered a
decline in cases, numbers in second-tier cities and
rural areas continue to rise.

Bihar is India’s third-most-populous state; if it
were a country, it would be the 14th-most-popu-
lous in the world. The state has a rich history, in-
cluding the site where the Buddha is said to have
attained enlightenment beneath the shade of a
Bodhi tree. But today, Bihar has a reputation as one
of India’s problem-plagued states.

Based on indicators including infant nutrition,
Bihar’s level of development has more in common
with sub-Saharan Africa than India’s prosperous
southern states. Almost half of children under 5 in
the state are stunted from malnutrition, with more
than four in 10 underweight for their age, according
to federal data. Bihar also has the highest popula-
tion growth in India, and one of the worst educa-
tion systems, scoring poorly on indicators including
adult literacy, the percentage of children attending
school and exam results.

The healthcare system was overburdened even
before the pandemic struck. Dr. Sunil Kumar, the
Bihar secretary of the Indian Medical Association
- the main healthcare union in India - said more
than half the doctors’ posts in the state are unfilled.
That’s because many doctors don’t want to serve
in rural areas, according to Bihar’s top court, which
urged the state government to do more to fill the
roles in a ruling in May.

There have been around 87,000 confirmed
cases of coronavirus in the state and 465 deaths -
relatively small compared to other states. Given the
low testing levels in the state, the numbers may be
conservative. Still, Bihar’s healthcare system is al-

ready close to breaking point, unlike places such
as New Delhi, which has had many more cases but
enjoys better resources. The state government’s re-
sponse to the outbreak has prompted public inter-
est litigation asking that India’s federal government,
led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, take over
management of the pandemic here. One case, filed
by local businessman Aditya Jalan, says “incalcula-
ble” lives will be lost if action isn’t taken soon, es-
pecially with the pandemic spreading into less
developed and more rural areas.

His petition cites a “complete breakdown of the
public health infrastructure in the state of Bihar, in-
cluding the lack of COVID-19 hospitals, the lack of
hospital beds, the insufficient testing, the unsani-
tary quarantine centers, the lack of enforcement of
social distancing measures, the insufficient medical
personnel, the failure to provide PPE to front-line
workers.” India’s Supreme Court is due to hear the
case today. The state’s healthcare problems are
particularly stark in rural Bihar, where government
infrastructure is even more rudimentary.

In Ismailpur, a village an hour’s drive from Bha-
galpur, the ongoing annual floods have cut off the
main road to the highway. The floodwaters have
reached the doorstep of the dilapidated primary
health centre there, which caters to more than
52,000 people. There are no beds or oxygen cylin-
ders, and a dog and her litter rest on the discarded
PPE kits in the corner of the coronavirus testing
hall. “It’s a very backward area,” says one of the
two doctors in the center, Dr. Rakesh Ranjan. “Peo-
ple are scared to even get tested. We have to
sometimes take police to get people tested.”

Hospital chaos
Psychiatrist Kumar’s hospital backs onto the

Ganges River, the holiest in India and swollen by
the summer monsoon. Next to water buffalos
bathing on the banks, private ambulance operators

wash their vehicles with clanking buckets.
On the approach road to the hospital, there is a

huge pothole, and vehicles carrying patients often
get stuck there. Outside the main doors, relatives
sit with the bodies of their loved ones waiting for
private ambulances to take them for burial or cre-
mation. The workers who push the trolleys carrying
incoming patients to the general emergency wards
don’t know the history of the new arrivals, most of
whom haven’t been tested yet for the virus. Often
wearing only gloves as protective gear, the workers
wheel them inside, take their oxygen levels and
leave them on trolleys in the corridor, where some
people are treated until they can find a bed.

In the corridor, an exhausted woman rests her
head on a wall as her husband’s blood sample is
collected while he lies on a stretcher next to her.
Inside one of the emergency wards, a woman drags
her husband from a stretcher to his bed as their rel-
ative holds an IV bottle. Kumar tries to be visible,
touring the wards to motivate patients and staff.
But it’s a game of constant mental arithmetic. Pa-
tients expect to be seen by a senior doctor, but it
isn’t always possible. “If I stand in front of a COVID
patient for two minutes, and I see 20 patients, I
have exposure for 40 minutes,” he says. With so
few doctors, that kind of exposure is a risk he can’t
often afford to take.

Complaints from junior doctors are constant.
During one meeting about a lack of medicines,
Kumar promises them he will convince the govern-
ment that more resources are needed. He later ad-
mits it will be difficult. Kumar weeps as he
describes his worst moment since he took over,
when a friend of his father who needs blood trans-
fusions at regular intervals asked for help. “I had to
say no, as we don’t have enough blood in the bank.
We just have just a minimum for emergencies,” he
says. He finds such refusals painful. “I don’t know
how to say no to a patient.”—Reuters

NEW DELHI: A medical staff wearing a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) suit (right) shifts a patient
in a wheelchair near a COVID-19 ward at a hospital. —AFP 
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WILMINGTON: Joe Biden and Kamala Harris
launched their joint White House bid Wednesday,
with the newly-minted vice presidential nominee
saying Americans are “crying out for leadership” to
overcome the triple crisis of a pandemic, racial in-
justice and a ravaged economy. Making their first
appearance as running mates, before a small crowd
of reporters and staffers at a Delaware high school
closed to the public due to coronavirus concerns,
the Democratic duo vowed to end Donald Trump’s
presidency and, in Biden’s words, “rebuild this coun-
try.”  “Everything we care about,” said Harris. “It’s
all on the line.” A formidable 55-year-old US senator
from California and a daughter of immigrants, Harris
has already made history as the first woman of color
tapped for a major party presidential ticket.

Describing a country at the crossroads, she left
little doubt of her determination to go on the attack,
saying Trump “just isn’t up for the job” and has left
the nation “in tatters.” “America is crying out for
leadership, yet we have a president who cares more
about himself than the people who elected him,” said
Harris. Despite the awkwardly intimate setting, a far
cry from the typical campaign rollout featuring an
audience of thousands, Harris appeared telegenic
and confident in her first speech as vice presidential
nominee - for which she and Biden both arrived
wearing facemasks.

“The case against Donald Trump and Mike Pence
is open and shut,” said the former California attorney
general as she assailed the president’s “failures of
leadership” on containing the deadly pandemic and
an economy hobbled by measures to fight the conta-
gion. The daughter of Indian and Jamaican immigrants
to the United States sought to tap into the nationwide
upheaval over police violence and racial disparities.

“We’re experiencing a moral reckoning with
racism and systemic injustice that has brought a new
coalition of conscience to the streets of our country
demanding change,” she said. For Biden - who leads
Trump in most national polls and in swing states like
Florida and Wisconsin despite conducting the cam-
paign mostly from his Wilmington, Delaware home
- his VP reveal marks a crucial moment as he aims
to build a broad coalition of voters to defeat Trump.
Biden spoke of why he chose Harris as his partner,
stressing she was a tough and experienced legislator
who is “ready to do this job on Day 1.”

‘America’s story’ 
And he said that Harris’ story as the child of im-

migrants and a woman of color who fought her way
to the top ranks of US legal and political circles
would inspire the country. “Her story’s America’s
story,” Biden said. “She’s worked hard (and) she’s
never backed down from a challenge.” He also laced
his remarks with optimism about the future, prom-
ising that a Biden-Harris administration will do what
it takes to “turn the corner on this pandemic.” The
event capped a 24-hour flurry since Biden’s running
mate announcement, with Biden saying they raised
an impressive $26 million during the period, the
campaign’s one-day record.

The Biden-Harris ticket already strikes a contrast
with 2016, when nominee Hillary Clinton and running
mate Tim Kaine struggled to unite a Democratic
Party weakened by infighting between her support-
ers and those of progressive candidate Bernie
Sanders. Harris’s politics lean left of Biden’s, but the
pair have made a point of highlighting their shared
values and goals - despite their clashes during the
primaries last year. She is the first Indian American

to be a presidential running mate, personifying the
diversity seen as key to building enthusiasm for the
Democratic ticket - and black lawmakers and ac-
tivists were largely thrilled with the pick. 

‘Fine choice’
Harris, who is two decades younger than Biden

and Trump, could appeal to younger voters and
women, particularly those in the suburbs who have
been fleeing the Republican president, according to
polling. Trump, who last month acknowledged Harris
would be a “fine choice” for Biden, attacked her fol-
lowing Tuesday’s announcement as “nasty” and a
radical leftist who would implement “socialized med-

icine” and confiscate Americans’ guns.  “I think she’s
going to be a big failure,” he added Wednesday.
Biden sniped at the presidents’ attacks, asking if
anyone was “surprised Donald Trump has a problem
with a strong woman?” 

And veteran political analyst David Axelrod put
it more bluntly. “If I were watching this @Kamala-
Harris rollout in the WH, I’d be deeply concerned.
She nailed it. And them,” he tweeted. “Not ‘nasty.’
Powerful.” For Harris, being elevated onto a presi-
dential ticket is political gold. If she and Biden win,
the telegenic but tough Harris would almost certainly
become the 2024 or 2028 Democratic presidential
frontrunner. —AFP

Biden, Kamala Harris vow to 
‘rebuild’ America post-Trump

Democratic duo vows to end Trump’s presidency 

WILMINGTON: Democratic presidential nominee and former US Vice President Joe Biden and his wife Jill Biden
(left) wave to his vice presidential running mate, US Senator Kamala Harris, and her husband Douglas Emhoff
after their first press conference together in Wilmington, Delaware. —AFP

Sympatico? Biden-Harris 
chemistry put to test in 
2020 and beyond
WASHINGTON: In searching for his vice presidential running mate,
Joe Biden above all wanted someone “sympatico” with his political
strategy. How will he fare with his pick, Kamala Harris, who eviscerated
him in debates and harbors her own presidential ambitions? Chemistry
is closely studied as a barometer of compatibility-in governing style,
policy, campaigning and political aspirations.

A presidential nominee and his or her partner on the ticket either
have it and benefit, or they lack it at their peril. And while there is visibly
little to suggest Biden, 77, and Harris, 55, would be anything but agree-
able political collaborators during-and perhaps after-their campaign
to oust President Donald Trump, both nominees will be challenged to
present a united front. Mission accomplished, at least on Wednesday,
when Biden and Harris appeared together for the first time as running
mates. Each had warm words for the other, with the former vice pres-
ident stressing he has “no doubt” that he chose the right running mate
and declaring to the Harris clan that “you’re all honorary Bidens now.”
Harris for her part highlighted Biden’s “empathy” and sense of duty,
and turned personal when she spoke of her good friendship with

Biden’s late son Beau, who served as Delaware’s attorney general
while she held the same post in California.

But in the era of coronavirus, the rollout event-normally high-en-
ergy outdoor affairs with thousands of cheering attendees and loud
music-was a public-free zone: a high school gymnasium near Biden’s
home in Wilmington, Delaware, with almost no physical interaction.
While both nominees emerged together and delivered sharp, on-point
speeches that targeted Trump and called for a rebuilding of a broken
nation, there was little in the way of body language to assess.

Absent was the requisite hug or high five. No arm-in-arm double
wave by two candidates locked in a delicate dance in which the running
mate must appear competent and engaging while not outshining the
principal. Observers say that in his history-making two terms as the
nation’s first black president, Barack Obama’s secret to his chummy re-
lationship with his deputy Biden was that he felt little threat from the
older Washington veteran. In 2020 Biden is again the senior half of the
political pairing, faced with a charismatic, confident and clearly ambi-
tious partner from a younger generation.

Team player
Voters rarely care much about vice presidential candidates, but this

year is different, argues David Barker, director of American University’s
Center for Congressional and Presidential Studies, because of the per-
ception that Biden may only serve one term and is therefore grooming
the future leader of the Democratic Party.  “There will be questions
about whether she is a team player in the White House and not looking

out for herself and ahead to the next election,” Barker told a journalist
roundtable.

Another “potential danger,” he said, is that Harris is “so charismatic”
and effective a political communicator that she could inadvertently
highlight related shortcomings in Biden, who has been criticized as
gaffe-prone and bland on the campaign trail. Biden and Harris appear
to share an affinity despite past clashes, including a searing exchange
at the first Democratic debate last year when Harris assailed Biden’s
opposition to 1970s busing programs that desegregated schools. Biden
appeared taken aback by her assault, perhaps because he believed her
relationship with Beau insulated him. 

Trump himself picked up on their debate spat, saying on Tuesday
that she was “very disrespectful” to Biden. And the president’s cam-
paign has sought to paint Harris as radical extremist and powerful
would-be “socialist” puppeteer pulling the strings on a Biden presi-
dency. If Biden sees himself as a bridge candidate that would help the
nation transition to a new generation of leadership, as he has signaled,
Harris may be considering herself the heir apparent, especially if the
pair win in November. 

But prior to the election Harris will likely focus on pushing back
against Trump, elevating the Democratic platform and solidifying a
bond with Biden. “We’re going to be seeing what level of vice presi-
dential deference there is to Joe as the presidential candidate,” Michael
Steele, a former Republican National Committee chairman, told
MSNBC. “Does her star peak a little bit more than his?” he added. “All
these dynamics are going to play out.” —AFP
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An irresistible scent makes 
locusts swarm, study finds

Locusts devastating crops in several parts of the world
TOKYO: The coronavirus isn’t the only plague mak-
ing headlines this year-locusts are devastating crops
in several parts of the world, and now scientists are
discovering why the pest forms destructive swarms.
On its own, a locust is fairly harmless. But so-called
solitary locusts can undergo a metamorphosis,
changing color and joining together with millions of
others in catastrophic clouds that strip fields.

So what prompts locusts to transform from soli-
tary to “gregarious”? A study published Wednesday
in the journal Nature reveals the secret lies in a
pheromone. Almost like an irresistible perfume, the
chemical compound is emitted by locusts when they
find themselves in proximity to just a few others of
their kind. The chemical attracts other locusts, who
join the group and also begin emitting the scent, cre-
ating a feedback loop that results in enormous
swarms.

The discovery offers several tantalizing possibil-
ities, including genetically engineering locusts with-
out the receptors that detect the swarming
pheromone, or weaponising the pheromone to at-
tract and trap the insects. The study comes as record
numbers of locusts devour crops in east Africa and
threaten the food supply in Pakistan. It focused on
the migratory locust, the most widely distributed
species of the insect, and examined several com-
pounds produced by the bug.

It found that one in particular - 4-vinylanisole, or
4VA-appeared to attract locusts when emitted, and
that the more locusts flocked together, the more 4VA

they emitted. The team, led by Le Kang, a professor
at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, found solitary
locusts began releasing 4VA when just four were
placed together in a cage. 

The team then examined how the locusts picked
up the scent, and isolated the part of the locust an-
tennae responsible for detecting the swarming
pheromone. And from there, they found the gene
necessary for the detection process and produced
genetically modified locusts lacking the key Or35
gene. The “mutant locusts lost their attraction to 4VA
compared with the wild-type locusts”, the study said.

The discoveries open up several possibilities for
tackling the voracious pests, including using genetic
modification, or tracking 4VA production to predict
where swarms may be forming. There are other av-
enues too, including weaponising the chemical, by
using a synthetic form of it to bait traps to catch lo-
custs. Kang and his team tried this, setting up traps
in both controlled settings and in the field, and in both
cases found the locusts were effectively lured. “Op-
timization and adjustment are necessarily required
from the experiments to practical application,” Kang
said.

But he said the traps were “significantly efficient”
and could be a comparatively easy first application
of the research. Leslie Vosshall, head of Rockefeller
University’s Laboratory of Neurogenetics and Be-
havior, said perhaps the most exciting application
would be finding a chemical that would block recep-
tion of 4VA. “The discovery of such a molecule might

provide a chemical antidote to insect aggregation
and cause locusts to ‘stand down’ and return to their
peaceful, solitary way of life,” she wrote in a review
commissioned by Nature.

Vosshall pointed out that there are still several un-
knowns, including whether 4VA is the only thing that
causes swarm formation, and whether other locust

species respond similarly to the compound. Kang
said genetic modification of locusts might offer “sus-
tainable and green control” but acknowledged such
a project would require large-scale and long-term
efforts. “This is an approach for long-term control of
locusts, and needs strict biological security evalua-
tion before application.”—AFP 

MOSCOW: A locust clambers on a daylily flower leaf in a garden outside Moscow. — AFP 

PARIS: Are the long months of lonesome waiting
finally over? Coronavirus travel restrictions have
kept lovers and unmarried couples apart since the
outbreak, but governments around the world are
now showing more understanding of their plight,
with some introducing measures to allow a happy
and long-awaited reunion. Before the pandemic,
Frenchman Nicolas Perret would meet his partner
- who lives in Russia - in one or the other country
using a tourist visa. 

They last saw each other several months ago.
“At some point this will all come to an end. We
know that much, but no one knows when, or how
much harm it will have done,” the 50-year-old en-
gineer told AFP, saying they have considered
changing jobs, taking up studies again or even get-
ting married in order to reunite.

Some governments permitted married couples
and civil partners to get round travel bans and join
their other half, but couples lacking official paper-
work to prove their relationship were kept sepa-

rated. The rules - judged unfair by melancholy
lovers - prompted a worldwide social media cam-
paign called “Love is not tourism”. “It is obvious
that we must halt tourism to protect us and others,”
the lobby group said on a website set up to back
the campaign. “But love is not tourism. This is not
just about a summer holiday, it is about mental
health and the future of people all around the
world.” Non-essential travel to the European Union
remains prohibited from a number of countries, in-
cluding the United States, with exceptions for EU
citizens, residents and their families. In theory,
member states can choose to allow unmarried part-
ners in documented relationships to enter the EU,
but in practice few do so. On Friday, the European
Commission urged member states to end many
couples’ torment and allow entry for unmarried
partners of European citizens and residents.

Germany, which holds the rotating EU presi-
dency, has sent a questionnaire quizzing the 27 mem-
ber states on their policy. Travel restrictions have
prevented Emeric Tonri from returning from France
to Vietnam where he lives with his wife and their
four-year-old daughter. “It’s tragic, I haven’t seen her
since December,” said Tonri, who has worked in the
southeast Asian country for the past six years. Writer
Lucie Azema had been living with her Azerbaijani
boyfriend in Iran’s capital Tehran for over a year
when the pandemic tore them apart.—AFP

‘Love is not tourism’: 
Hope for couples kept 
apart by coronavirus

PARIS: Tropical forest soil warmed in experiments
to levels consistent with end-of-century tempera-
ture projections released 55 percent more CO2
than control plots, exposing a previously underes-
timated source of greenhouse gas emissions, re-
searchers reported Wednesday. Before humanity
began loading the atmosphere with carbon pollu-
tion by burning fossil fuels, the input and outflow
of CO2 into soil - one key element in Earth’s com-
plex carbon cycle - remained roughly in balance.
Gases emitted by deadwood and decaying leaves,
in other words, were cancelled out by microorgan-
isms that feed on such matter. But climate change
has begun to upset that balance, according to a
new study, published in Nature.

“Carbon held in tropical soils is more sensitive
to warming than previously recognized,” lead au-
thor Andrew Nottingham, a researcher at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh’s School of Geosciences, told

AFP. “Even a small increase in respiration from
tropical forest soils could have a large effect on at-
mospheric CO2 concentrations, with consequences
for global climate.” The quantity of carbon cycling
each year through soils worldwide is up to 10 times
greater than human-generated greenhouse gas
emissions. Just a one-percent imbalance - with
more carbon going out than in - “would equal
about ten percent of global anthropogenic (man-
made) carbon emissions,” noted Eric Davidson, a
researcher at the University of Maryland Center for
Environmental Science. Earth’s average surface
temperature has risen just over one degree Celsius
(1C) above preindustrial levels, enough to boost the
severity of droughts, heatwaves and superstorms
made more destructive by rising seas. But the in-
crease in temperatures over land alone - excluding
oceans, which cover 70 percent of the planet - has
been nearly 2C, or double the global average. 

In the experiments, Nottingham and colleagues
placed heating rods in a one-hectare plot of undis-
turbed primary forest on Barro Colorado Island,
Panama. They warmed the soil to a depth of just
over one meter (three feet) by 4C over a period of
two years. Soil temperature is usually about a de-
gree warmer than air temperature. While such ex-
periments have been conducted in higher latitude
forests, none had been carried out up to now in the
tropics.—AFP 

Global warming 
makes tropical 
soils leak CO2
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MANILA: The Philippines plans to launch clin-
ical trials for a Russian coronavirus vaccine in
October, with President Rodrigo Duterte ex-
pected to be inoculated as early as May next
year, the presidential spokesman said yesterday.
Harry Roque, Duterte’s spokesman, made the
announcement a day after Philippine scientists
met with representatives of the vaccine devel-
oper, research facility Gamaleya, to discuss trials
and information about the inoculation. 

Russia on Tuesday became the world’s first
country to grant regulatory approval for a
COVID-19 vaccine, to be named “Sputnik V” in
homage to the Soviet Union’s launch of the
world’s first satellite. But its decision to grant ap-
proval before completing trials has raised con-
cerns among some experts, who fear it may be
putting national prestige before safety.

Health Undersecretary Maria Rosario
Vergeire said that all clinical trials would need
to go through the regulatory process. Phase
three clinical trials in the Philippines are due to
run from October to March 2021, after a panel
of vaccine experts completes its review on Rus-
sia’s phase one and two trials in September,
Roque told a media briefing. Duterte is keen to
access a vaccine and in July made a plea to
China to make the Philippines a priority if it de-
velops one.

The president has pledged that the Philip-
pines, which suffered its biggest economic con-
traction in nearly three decades, would be “back
to normal” by December even as it has been re-
porting record numbers of daily coronavirus in-

fections since July. The novel coronavirus has in-
fected more than 143,000 people and killed
2,404 in the Philippines. A strict coronavirus
lockdown recently reintroduced in and around
the capital Manila is unlikely to be extended be-
yond August 18, the presidential spokesman said. 

Brazil state signs deal 
In another development, the Brazilian state of

Parana signed a deal Wednesday to test and
produce Russia’s new coronavirus vaccine,
though officials stressed they would have to be
sure of its safety and effectiveness first. The vac-
cine would have to receive Brazilian regulatory
approval and complete Phase 3 clinical trials, or
large-scale testing in humans, before being pro-
duced in Brazil, said officials from the southern
state. Production, if it goes ahead, would likely
only start in the second half of 2021, said Jorge
Callado, head of the state-run Parana Technol-
ogy Institute, which signed the deal with the
Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF).

“This is a very objective memorandum of un-
derstanding on technological exchange. It does
not impose obligations, it simply enables us to
work together,” he told a virtual news confer-
ence. He said that under the deal Russia would
share the results of Phase 1 and 2 testing with
the state. President Vladimir Putin announced
Tuesday that Russia had approved the vaccine,
dubbed “Sputnik V,” in a world first, heralding it
as a game-changer in the pandemic.

But international health officials have cau-
tioned more testing and scrutiny are needed to

ensure it is safe and effective. Brazil has become
a popular testing ground for COVID-19 vac-
cines, since the new coronavirus is still spread-
ing quickly there. 

The country has the second-highest number
of infections and deaths in the pandemic, after

the United States: more than 3.1 million and
104,000, respectively. Two experimental vac-
cines are currently in Phase 3 testing in Brazil,
one developed by Oxford University with phar-
maceutical firm AstraZeneca and the other by
Chinese laboratory Sinovac Biotech. — Agencies

Philippines eyes clinical trials 
for Russian COVID-19 vaccine 

Brazil state signs deal to make Russian vaccine

Netherlands’ Belgian 
enclave juggles tricky 
coronavirus rules
BAARLE-NASSAU: There is a small Belgian enclave in the
southern Netherlands where respecting two sets of rules to fight
coronavirus has become a daily challenge, with international bor-
ders criss-crossing streets and even running through shops and
homes. The tiny town of Baarle-Hertog stands cheek by jowl with
its Dutch neighbor Baarle-Nassau in southern Netherlands, but
its 22 enclaves are Belgian territory and part of the Antwerp mu-
nicipality which lies about 50 kilometers (31 miles) away.

Before, nobody worried too much about the fact that Belgian
Baarle-Hertog was completely surrounded by the Netherlands,
with the border running like a patchwork through the two towns
and where the position of one’s front door determined which
country one lived in. But then the coronavirus pandemic came
along-with Belgium following one set of guidelines and the
Netherlands another-and confusion reigned.

Mask or no mask? 
In Baarle-Hertog, as in Antwerp, wearing a mask in a public

space is obligatory. Not so in Baarle-Nassau, because Dutch rules
require masks only on public transport. “People don’t understand
whether or not they should wear a mask when they come to my
shop,” said Sylvia Reijbroek, a local resident whose art gallery is
split by the border, marked by simple white crosses on the floor. 

The Dutch woman used to be amused by the national boundary
splitting the site, but since the outbreak of the coronavirus pan-
demic “it’s not so nice any more”. Customers entering from the
gallery’s Belgian side have to put on a mask, before a few meters
further, inside the gallery, they are allowed to take it off because
they’ve “crossed the border”.  Before the coronavirus, “there was
no problem with borders. Now, we see it’s different,” Reijbroek,
who is an artist, told AFP. 

Tale of two towns 
Despite the obvious white crosses demarcating the border be-

tween Belgium and the Netherlands, the two villages used to work
well together, said Frans De Bont, Baarle-Hertog’s mayor. “With
corona everything has changed. Nobody knows what to do,” he
told AFP.  “Now it’s: ‘you’re Dutch and you have your rules’ and
we have Belgian rules which are stricter. And that’s strange,” said
De Bont, whose 7.5 square kilometer village has recorded 14
coronavirus cases so far.  During the recent lockdown, Reijbroek
had to close her art gallery under Belgian law, while an adjoining
shop on the Dutch side could remain open.

Calling it an “intelligent lockdown”, the Netherlands was one
of the few countries in Europe not to order a full quarantine dur-
ing the height of the pandemic.  “We have two governments

which have different ways of dealing with the coronavirus. It’s
not very pleasant,” Reijbroek said. To help the two towns’ pop-
ulation of some 9,600 residents navigate a tricky situation, some
businesses now display storefront signs that read: “No mask re-
quired here.”  To add to the absurdity of the situation, Antwerp’s
authorities recently tightened COVID-19 restrictions by intro-
ducing a nightly curfew.

Unique situation
The history of Baarle-Nassau and Baarle-Hertog dates back

to the Middle Ages, and the geographical anomaly has attracted
tourists from all over the world. In 1198, the territory was carved
up when Henry I, Duke of Brabant, gave Godfried of Schoten,
Lord of Breda, some land. By 1830, when Belgium became inde-
pendent and separated from the Netherlands, the question about
precise borders once again came to the fore. The border was fi-
nally settled in 1995, some 165 years later.  This is a “unique” case
in the world, said Willem van Gool, director of the Baarle-Nassau
and Baarle-Hertog tourist office. 

“You could say that we are the world capital of enclaves. We
are used to it,” he said. “But of course, with the coronavirus, we
have new problems to solve,” explained Van Gool.  “It’s difficult
for people here,” Mayor De Bont conceded. But for De Bont it’s
not a competition to see which country has implemented the most
effective measures against coronavirus, so clearly seen in the way
the two towns deal with pandemic. “We are working on something
bigger. We are busy with a war (against coronavirus) now,” he
said.  Both countries “are doing their best”. —AFP 

MOSCOW: A woman wearing a face mask to protect against the coronavirus disease walks in
front of the Kremlin’s Spasskaya tower on Red Square in downtown Moscow. — AFP 
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WELLINGTON: New Zealand was scrambling
to trace the source of its first coronavirus out-
break in more than three months, reporting 13
new community infections yesterday, after Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern had sought to eradicate
the virus with a hard lockdown. The resurgence
of COVID-19 comes just weeks before a sched-
uled general election, increasing pressure on
Ardern to get the outbreak under control amid
growing criticism. 

Ardern swiftly reimposed tight movement re-
strictions in Auckland and social distancing
measures across the rest of the country after the
discovery this week of four infected family mem-
bers in the city. “Once again we are reminded of
how tricky this virus is and how easily it can
spread,” she said during a televised news con-
ference yesterday. “Going hard and early is still
the best course of action.” Officials reported 13
new cases in the community yesterday, and one
overseas arrival who had not left quarantine
since arriving in the country, bringing the total
number of active cases to 36. Ardern said it was
a positive sign that all 13 new community cases

were linked back to one infected family, either
via work or broader family connections, and that
all were being transferred into quarantine facil-
ities. She said that experience showed “things
will get worse before they get better”, and more
cases were likely to be reported in coming days.

Searching for patient zero
Director-General of Health Ashley Bloomfield

said health officials were getting “closer every
hour” to finding the patient zero of the outbreak.
Bloomfield raised the possibility on Wednesday
that the virus had arrived in New Zealand via
freight, given one of the initially infected family
members works in a cool store that takes im-
ported frozen goods from overseas.

Ten of the new cases were either cool store
staff or their family members. The cool store is
operated by the New Zealand unit of US-based
Americold Realty Trust. Yesterday, Bloomfield
said that importing the virus via freight was con-
sidered “a low possibility” as the infection
source, but officials wanted to formally rule it
out. China has reported the virus on frozen food

packaged in South America. Some prominent
local health experts suggested it was more likely
the virus had been quietly spreading in Auckland
for weeks, despite Ardern’s efforts to eradicate
it with an initial five week hard lockdown.

This possibility has allowed the major opposi-
tion National Party to seize on potential flaws in
Ardern’s approach ahead of the Sept. 19 election,
which she described as a “COVID election” when
launching her campaign. Ardern is on track to eas-
ily win the election, according to recent polls, but
the National Party is pressuring her to delay the
vote until at least November, arguing their inability
to campaign gives Ardern an unfair advantage.
Ardern said she will announce a decision on the
election date after she reveals today whether lock-
down measures will be extended. The election
must be held by Nov 21. Critics are also highlight-
ing the economic impact of an extended shut-
down. Reserve Bank of New Zealand Deputy
Governor Geoff Bascand told Reuters the resur-
gence posed “a major risk” to the bank’s outlook,
given its baseline scenario has an assumption that
the virus is contained in the country.

Auckland lockdown
In Auckland, home to around 1.7 million

people, residents were given just hours to
prepare for the return to level 3 restrictions on
Wednesday, requiring people to stay at home
unless for essential trips. Police set up check-
points at the city’s borders as scores of people
attempted to leave to avoid a sustained lock-
down, as Ardern warned they would be turned
back. Long queues of people formed at pop-
up clinics, with some waiting hours to be
tested for the virus, and there was a rush to
supermarkets to stock up on essentials. There
was also growing anger at revelations that
members of the infected family had visited
several tourist sites in the town of Rotorua and
an aged care home in the Waikato district,
both south of Auckland. “We can see the seri-
ousness of the situation we are in,” Ardern
said. “It’s being dealt with in an urgent but
calm and methodical way.” With 1,238 con-
firmed cases and 22 deaths, New Zealand’s
exposure to the virus remains well below
many other developed nations. — Reuters

New Zealand races to track 
outbreak origin; cases jump

Outbreak puts pressure on Ardern ahead of election

Bus stop - the
newest front in
South Korea’s 
coronavirus battle
SEOUL: South Korea has opened a high-tech
new front in the battle against coronavirus, for-
tifying bus shelters with temperature-checking
doors and ultraviolet disinfection lamps. Ten ad-
vanced facilities have been installed in a north-
eastern district of Seoul, offering protection
from monsoon rains, summer heat, and the novel
coronavirus.

To enter, passengers must stand in front of an
automated thermal-imaging camera, and the
door will only slide open if their temperature is
below 37.5 degrees Celsius (99.5 Fahrenheit). A
separate camera is installed lower down to test
children. Inside the glass-walled booths - which
cost about 100 million won ($84,000) each - the
air-conditioning systems have ultraviolet lamps
installed to kill viruses at the same time as cool-
ing the air.

A dispenser provides hand sanitizer, and
users are advised to wear face masks at all times,
while keeping at least one meter apart from oth-
ers. “We have installed all the available anti-
coronavirus measures we can think of into this
booth,” Kim Hwang-yun, a district official in
charge of the Smart Shelter project, told AFP.
Free Wi-Fi is also included. Since they were in-
stalled last week each booth has been used by

about 300 to 400 people a day, Kim said.  To
ensure passengers do not miss their bus, a panel
displays estimated arrival times while a screen
live-streams the traffic outside. South Korea en-
dured one of the worst early coronavirus out-
breaks outside China but brought it broadly
under control with an extensive “trace, test and
treat” program while never imposing a compul-
sory lockdown. Kim Ju-li, a 49-year-old house-
wife using the new bus stop for the first time,
told AFP: “I feel really safe in here because I
know others around me had their temperatures
checked as well as me.” — AFP 

Pandemic
behavior: Why
some people
obey the rules
LONDON: Lockdowns and social distancing
measures introduced around the world to try
and curb the COVID-19 pandemic are re-
shaping lives, legislating activities that were
once everyday freedoms and creating new
social norms. But there are always some peo-
ple who don’t play by the rules. Rule-breaking
is not a new phenomenon, but behavioural
scientists say it is being exacerbated in the
coronavirus pandemic by cultural, demo-
graphic and psychological factors that can
make the flouters seem more selfish and dan-
gerous. Here are some questions and answers
on the science of human behavior during the
COVID-19 pandemic:

Some people flout and others obey
A key factor is individualism versus collec-

tivism. “Some countries...tend to be higher on
individualism, which is about expressing your
sense of identity and who you are as an indi-
vidual,” said Jay Van Bavel, an associate pro-
fessor of psychology at New York University.
People in individualist cultures tend to reject
rules and ignore attempts by public health au-
thorities to “nudge” behavior change with risk

messages or appeals for altruism. “If you say,
for example, that wearing a mask will help
protect others, people in individualistic cul-
tures just care less,” said Michael Sanders, a
expert at the Policy Institute at King’s College
London. In collectivist cultures, people are
more likely to do what’s best for the group.

Are trust and fear important?
Yes. These and other instincts are significant

influences on human behavior. In societies with
more political division, for example, people are
less likely to trust advice from one side or the
other, and also tend to form pro- and anti-
camps. Optimism and fear are also crucial. A lit-
tle of both can be positive, but too much of
either can be damaging. “In a situation like a
pandemic, (optimism) can lead you to take risks
that are incredibly dangerous,” said Van Bavel.

Why is social distancing difficult? 
“We are truly social animals,” said Van

Bavel. “Our bodies and brains are designed
for connection and the pandemic in many
ways goes against our instincts to connect.”
That’s partly why local outbreaks can crop up
in bars and nightclubs, or religious cere-
monies, weddings and parties. “People have a
hard time resisting that tendency for social
and group connection.”

If rule-breakers are a minority?
“The problem is that, in a massive collec-

tive problem like the one we’re facing now, if
everybody breaks the rules a little bit, then it’s
not dissimilar to lots of people not following
the rules at all,” said Sanders. — Reuters

SEOUL: A shelter booth designed to protect
passengers from monsoon rains, summer
heat and the COVID-19 is seen at a bus stop
in Seoul. — AFP 



RIO DE JANEIRO: Whenever Elisa goes out in her small town in
northeastern Brazil, she fears seeing the family she once considered
her own. After almost three decades of domestic work with no pay
and little freedom, Elisa realized she was a slave and plotted to es-
cape the household where she had lived since the age of seven. The
38-year-old was rescued in 2018 after alerting the authorities and
has started to build a new life. But a reminder of her captivity, fear
and exploitation is never too far away.

“Every now and then I see the family,” she told said on by phone
from her home in Ipira town in Bahia state. The family told officials
they took Elisa in as a child after she was abandoned by her parents
when they separated. “It is kind of a horrible, difficult feeling,” added
Elisa, who did not give her real name for fear of reprisals. “There’s a
sense of fear, even though they can’t do anything to me.”

Elisa’s rescue was a rare victory for labor officials, who said do-
mestic servitude in Brazil is difficult to identify and stop because
victims rarely see themselves as modern-day slaves. While labor in-
spectors can visit workplaces at will to check for slavery, they must
obtain permission from a judge to enter a home and said evidence
of abuse from victims was a prerequisite. Of 3,513 workers found in
slavery-like conditions by officials from 2017 to 2019, only 21 were
in domestic servitude.

“It is very rare to receive complaints (about domestic servi-
tude) ... as most (victims) never realize they are being abused,”
said labor prosecutor Ana Lucia Stumpf Gonzalez. And advocates
fear the coronavirus pandemic will see more domestic workers
trapped with abusive employers indefinitely yet unlikely to speak
out or seek help for fear of losing their job. Even when victims are
rescued and their captors prosecuted or fined, officials said rela-
tively low compensation payments for domestic servitude and the
rarity of jail terms for modern slavery meant exploitative bosses
were unlikely to be deterred.

Yet domestic servitude hit the headlines in Brazil in June when

authorities found a 61-year-old maid who they judged to have been
kept as a slave in a mansion in Sao Paulo for years. The case shocked
the public - she was found living in a shed, and her boss worked for
Avon. The beauty company fired the executive and said it would
provide financial aid to the victim. The ex-Avon employee, who
along with her husband and mother was charged with enslaving a
worker, has denied the charges. Prosecutors are seeking R$1 million
($190,000) in damages.

Abuse and violence
While there is no data on domestic servitude, government data

from 2014 shows about 174,000 children were employed as domes-
tic workers. By law, domestic workers must be at least 18.

Many families in Brazil employ at least one domestic worker. In
some cases, they take in abandoned children to raise as their own
but subject them to domestic servitude, advocates say. Labor pros-
ecutor Luciana Coutinho said the abuse of young maids was under-
reported, and that it belonged to a “hardcore” class of child labor -
along with sexual exploitation and drug trafficking - that was con-
sidered particularly tough to prevent.

Cases only come to light when there is a complaint or a tragedy,
“when the child suffers sexual abuse, is beaten or killed, which has
unfortunately happened before”, Coutinho said. If victims are not
identified and rescued at a young age, they might never be discov-
ered as adults, labor inspectors said. “The longer the victim remains
in the home environment with deprivation of ... rights, the more dif-
ficult it is to (carry out a) rescue,” said Mauricio Krepsky, head of
the Division of Inspection for the Eradication of Slave Labor.

In 2017, authorities received a tip-off about a domestic worker
kept as a slave in Rubim, a town in Minas Gerais state. The woman,
then aged 68, had not been paid for years and her dead husband’s
pension was being taken by her boss. Yet she struggled to accept
she had been enslaved even after her rescue, according to labor

prosecutor Juliane Mombelli who participated in the rescue.
“She thought that she was being protected by the employer,

because she was alone in the world - a widow,” Mombelli said.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, the federation of unions for do-
mestic workers (Fenatrad) said some employers had forced their
maids to stay and threatened to fire them if they went home.
“The employer wants them to stay at work, it’s abuse. In order
not to be unemployed, they submit,” said Luiza Batista, president
of Fenatrad. 

Compensation challenge
Authorities and activists say securing compensation is key to

helping victims who in many cases have only ever known a life of
domestic servitude, and have no education, family or friends. Yet
labor prosecutors said they were limited by the financial means of
the abusers when seeking damages for victims.

In 2017, an employer in Elisio Medrado in Bahia state who ex-
ploited his domestic worker from the age of 12 to 52 was ordered to
pay her severance worth R$79,000 ($14,818). However he did not
show up at the hearing to finalize the payment, leaving the victim
empty-handed, according to a labor inspector’s report reviewed by
the Thomson Reuters Foundation. In Elisa’s case, she was pleased
to get about R$100,000 ($18,452) in damages, severance and back
pay from her bosses, although labor prosecutors said she would
have received a much larger sum if she had been exploited by
wealthy employers or a company. 

The money has allowed Elisa to buy her own house - a far cry
from when all of her possessions fit into two desk drawers. She still
cleans houses for a living, but on her own terms and takes home
about R$35 ($6.54) a day - in line with the minimum wage. “It’s a lot
of work for little money, but enough to pay for electricity, water and
food,” she said. “You live one day at a time. One thing I’d like to do
is study, to get a better job.” — Reuters
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Brazil struggles to rescue 
housemaids from slavery

No pay, no freedom: A horrible, difficult feeling

Sexual abuse, assault: 
The grim prospects for 
blind women in China
BEIJING: When Xiao Jia lost her sight as a teenager she was
told the “respectable” career choice was to become a massage
therapist. Instead she found an industry rife with abuse and ag-
gression, where women are afforded little protection.  The visually
impaired are encouraged to work in massage parlors in China be-
cause it is believed they are extra sensitive to touch. 

It’s also seen as a practical option in a country that routinely
separates those with disabilities from the rest of society from a
young age, and where few professions are willing to accommo-
date blind staff. But for many blind women the reality is full of
risks. Xiao said she was regularly groped by male customers who
also demanded sexual favors and tried to force her to touch them
inappropriately.  “The most serious time (a customer) was very
fierce, he took me into a separate room and closed both doors,
and then asked me to massage a certain part of him,” she told AFP.

“He said if I didn’t agree he would smash up the shop. He was
drunk at that time and said that he had been taking drugs. I was
very scared,” the 28-year-old added.  It has been 14 years since
she lost sight due to a genetic condition, and this is not the future
she envisioned.  Rights activists estimate 40 percent of women

have faced sexual harassment in China, where a patriarchal sys-
tem, victim-blaming and conservative attitudes mean reporting
sex crimes and securing convictions can be difficult.

Blind women in the massage industry are even more vulnerable,
says lawyer Li Ying, who warns that the real number who have
faced sexual harassment is likely far higher than the general pop-
ulation.  Many in the profession have told charities they endured
physical or sexual assault but as such incidents are rarely reported
to authorities there are no official records detailing how high ha-
rassment levels are.

Constant harassment
Li was the first lawyer to bring a case under China’s new sexual

harassment legislation - which she won. Until 2018 there was no
legal definition of sexual harassment and no regulations on how
to handle such cases in schools and workplaces. But blind women
are often “more vulnerable”, Li warned. “We find that in the serv-
ice industry in general, people are more likely to be sexually ha-
rassed, and the nature of blind massage makes the proportion
higher,” she added. Therapist Ming Yue, who asked to use her
nickname, has worked in more than ten different parlors and re-
calls being groped and abused by clients in every one. The first
incident came when she was just 18 and a male customer tried to
touch her breasts and legs during the massage. 

The 24-year-old, who suffered an eye infection that led to
blindness in her early teens, explained: “I didn’t know what to do.
I had never experienced this before and no one had taught me
how to handle this.” For Miaomiao, who also gave only her nick-
name, the sexual harassment began when she was a teenage intern

at a massage parlor.  Customers would deliberately not wear un-
derwear to “trick” her into touching their genitals while others
simply tried to make her do so. But none of the women who spoke
to AFP had filed a police complaint - mostly out of fear. “I didn’t
tell anyone - telling them won’t solve the problem but could make
things worse,” explained Miaomiao, who lost her sight aged eight
because of a degenerative condition. — AFP 

BEIJING: Photo shows former massage therapist Xiao Jia preparing ahead of an
online makeup class she teaches for blind people at her home in Beijing. — AFP
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Sanjay Dutt ‘diagnosed with cancer’

Young elephant bulls tussle playfully on 
World Elephant Day at the Amboseli 
National Park near Oloitiktok in Kajiado 
east county on August 12, 2020. — AFP



Bollywood star Sanjay Dutt, whose
life has been so colorful and tragic
that it became the subject of a

biopic, has been diagnosed with lung
cancer, Indian media reports said
Wednesday. The Hindi-language actor,
nicknamed “Deadly Dutt”, served time in
prison for possessing guns supplied by
gangsters responsible for bombings in
Mumbai in 1993 and has also battled drug
addiction. On Tuesday Dutt issued a
statement on social media saying he was
“taking a short break for some medical
treatment”. Press reports later quoted a
tweet from respected film trade journalist
Komal Nahta saying that the 61-year-old
has been diagnosed with lung cancer and
would travel to the US for treatment.

Dutt shot to fame in the mid-1980s in a
string of action movies in which he per-
formed his own stunts, earning him his
nickname. But the star was also struggling
with substance abuse, including heroin
and cocaine, that was said to have been
sparked by the pain of losing his mother,
Indian screen icon Nargis Dutt, to cancer.
After a break he returned with a string of
hits in the late 1980s and early 1990s

including “Jeete Hain Shaan Se” (“We
Live with Style”), “Saajan” (“Beloved”)
and “Khal Nayak” (“Villain”). But his life
took a dramatic turn when he was arrest-

ed following the orchestrated bombings in
Mumbai, then called Bombay, in March
1993 that killed 257 people.

Dutt was eventually convicted in 2006
of holding guns supplied by mafia bosses
who carried out the blasts. The attacks
were believed to have been staged by
Muslim underworld figures in retaliation
for religious riots in which mainly
Muslims died, following the razing of an
ancient mosque in north India. He was
originally given a six-year term and spent
18 months in prison before being released
on bail in 2007, pending an appeal. 

In 2013, his conviction was upheld but
his prison term was cut to five years, and
he was sent back to jail before being
released early in 2016.  Dutt has also
been married three times. His first wife
Richa was diagnosed with a brain tumour
in 1987 and died in 1996. In 2018 a film
about his life, “Sanju”, was released cov-
ering the period from just before Dutt’s
Bollywood debut with romantic drama
“Rocky” in 1981 to his release from jail in
2016. His new film “Sadak 2” (“Road 2”) is
due to release on Disney+ Hotstar later
this month. —AFP
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Paris Combo singer 
dies of cancer

Belle du Berry, the lead singer of the cult French swing band
Paris Combo, has died of cancer aged 54, the group
announced Wednesday. Du Berry, whose real name was

Benedicte Grimault, was “taken from us suddenly by cancer”, the
group said in a statement to AFP. She had just finished recording a
new album for the group, which built up a large following in the US,
Australia and Brazil on the back of their hit 1999 album “Living
Room”. Paris Combo rode the wave of the swing revival in the early
2000s with their mix of jazz, French traditional chanson, North
African, punk and Roma influences fusing into a unique retro sound.

Du Berry’s creative partnership with Australian trumpeter and
pianist David Lewis helped drive its success and establish a fierce-
ly loyal fan base for their live concerts. The couple also toured as a
duo after their debut album “Quizz” in 2009. Lewis described in a
2018 video how he fell for Du Berry after seeing her perform at
the Cabaret Sauvage in Paris. “I was under her charm immediately.
What more can I say?” A gifted songwriter and accordionist, Du
Berry studied cinema before diving into the punk and alternative
music scene in the multicultural Paris district of Belleville, first
fronting the post-punk band the Pervers Polymorphes Inorganises.

She later worked with French choreographer Philippe Decoufle
on a ballet for the opening ceremony of the Winter Olympics at
Albertville in 1992. But it was her songwriting and magnetic stage
presence with Paris Combo that brought worldwide fame. The
group re-formed in 2011 after a five-year break to play the
Hollywood Bowl in  Los Angeles and began touring and recording
again. Their last album “Tako Tsubo” was released in 2017. Du
Berry took her stage name, which means “The beauty from Berry”,
from her home region in north central France. —AFP

Troubled Bollywood star Sanjay
Dutt ‘diagnosed with cancer’

This file photo shows Indian Bollywood
actor Sanjay Dutt during the wedding
reception party of actress Priyanka
Chopra and US musician Nick Jonas in
Mumbai. —AFP

Federal prosecutors on Wednesday announced the arrests
of three alleged associates of R. Kelly, saying that they
used harassment and threats to try to silence women

accusing the disgraced singer of sex crimes. For more than a
year the artist born Robert Sylvester Kelly has been awaiting
trial in several states for alleged wrongdoings including sex
crimes against minors and child pornography. He has pleaded
not guilty to all charges, which range across the states of
Illinois, Minnesota and New York. In filings released
Wednesday, prosecutors say three members of the artist’s cir-
cle-Richard Arline Jr., Donnell Russell and Michael Williams-

have been engaged in separate bids to silence Kelly’s accus-
ers in the New York racketeering case against him through
intimidation, harassment and bribery.

They say tactics have included the burning of a car outside
a residence where one accuser was staying, threats to release
sexually explicit photographs of one woman, and a scheme to
compensate one accuser to the tune of $500,000 to influence
her testimony. “These crimes shock the conscience,” said
Homeland Security Special Agent in Charge Peter Fitzhugh in
a statement.  “The men charged today allegedly have shown
that there is no line they will not cross to help Kelly avoid the
consequences of his alleged crimes-even if it means revictim-
izing his accusers.” Kelly faces federal charges in two sepa-
rate cases-in Chicago and in New York-linked to his alleged
sexual abuse of minors.

The singer known for hits like “I Believe I Can Fly” has a
decades-long history of abuse allegations, especially of
underage girls. The Chicago federal charges say Kelly filmed
himself having sex with minors and that he paid potential wit-
nesses in his 2008 trial-in which he was acquitted-to ensure
their silence. He also faces bribery charges in New York that
are believed to be linked to his marriage to the late singer
Aaliyah when she was just 15 years old. That charge expanded
on an earlier New York indictment that includes racketeering,
accusing Kelly of systematically recruiting girls for sex while
touring and coercing them into sexual activity. The artist is set
for trial first in New York, with jury selection currently slated
to being September 29. Restrictions preventing in-person tri-
als due to the coronavirus pandemic will likely see that date
postponed. — AFP

R. Kelly associates charged 
with intimidating singer’s accusers

In this file photo singer R. Kelly leaves the Leighton Criminal
Court Building after a hearing on sexual abuse charges, in
Chicago, Illinois. —AFP

Bi l l  Cosby files new appeal
over sexual assault conviction

US comedian Bill Cosby, who is serving
three and a half years in jail, has filed a
new appeal against his conviction for

drugging and sexually assaulting a woman 15
years ago. In court documents filed Tuesday
with Pennsylvania’s Supreme Court, Cosby’s
lawyers argue that five women should not
have been allowed to give evidence at his tri-
al as witnesses. They say that their “decades-
old” allegations, which were not part of the
charges, had prejudiced the jury.  The attor-
neys also argue it was “fundamentally unfair” that deposition
testimony Cosby gave in a civil case regarding his use of seda-
tive drugs and his sexual behaviors in the 1970s was heard in
court. They argue that Cosby believed the testimony was immune
from prosecution when he gave it.  The 83-year-old actor shat-
tered racial barriers with his Emmy-winning role on “I Spy” in the
1960s, and then as a dad and doctor on the hit TV series “The
Cosby Show” two decades later. But he fell from grace as allega-
tions of sexual misconduct emerged against him, and was found
guilty in 2018 of assaulting Andrea Constand at his Philadelphia
mansion. —AFP

Bill Cosby
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Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson has been named Hollywood’s
top-paid actor for a second year running, heading a list
dominated by lucrative Netflix contracts. The former

professional wrestler banked $87.5 million in the year ending
June 2020, according to Forbes’ annual ranking. That figure-
slightly down from last year’s $89.4 million haul, but comfortably
ahead of second-placed Ryan Reynolds ($71.5 million) — was
boosted by Johnson’s $23.5 million fee for upcoming Netflix ac-
tion flick “Red Notice,” as well as endorsements. Netflix shelled
out more than a quarter of all the paychecks collected by this
year’s top 10.  

Others benefiting from the streaming giant’s $140 million A-
lister splurge included Reynolds (“Six Underground” and “Red
Notice”), third-placed Mark Wahlberg (“Spenser Confidential”)
and fourth-placed Ben Affleck (“The Last Thing He Wanted.”)
“Hamilton” creator Lin-Manuel Miranda made his debut on the
list after Disney paid $75 million for the movie rights to the
smash hit Broadway production, which soared on Disney+
streaming last month. Perennials such as Bollywood megastar

Akshay Kumar and martial arts legend Jackie Chan returned to
the top 10, as did Will Smith and Adam Sandler. Largely absent
this year were the cast of Marvel’s “Avengers” films-who domi-
nated last year-with the record-breaking franchise taking an
extended break from the big screen. But Vin Diesel, lynchpin of
the ever-popular “Fast & Furious” franchise, returned at number
five with $54 million. The ranking does not include actresses,
who will be featured in a separate list next month. 

The top 10:
1. Dwayne Johnson ($87.5 million)
2. Ryan Reynolds ($71.5 million)
3. Mark Wahlberg ($58 million)
4. Ben Affleck ($55 million)
5. Vin Diesel ($54 million)
6. Akshay Kumar ($48.5 million)
7. Lin-Manuel Miranda ($45.5 million)
8. Will Smith ($44.5 million)
9. Adam Sandler ($41 million)
10. Jackie Chan ($40 million). —AFP

The Rock tops Hollywood pay list as Netflix splurges on A-listers

In this file photo actor Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson attends the
Premiere Of Warner Bros Pictures’ “San Andreas” at TCL
Chinese Theatre in Hollywood, California. —AFP

Sumner Redstone, who rose from modest beginnings to lead
one of the most powerful Hollywood and television empires
and became enmeshed in battles worthy of a TV soap opera,

has died at age 97 after years of declining health. Statements from
ViacomCBS and his National Amusements holding company
which holds a controlling stake in the media-entertainment group
announced that Redstone died late Tuesday. Redstone built his
empire from a movie theater chain into a media-entertainment
powerhouse, maintaining leadership of the enterprise and promi-
nence in the industry well into his 80s.

In the 1980s, Redstone engineered a hostile takeover of Via-
com, a spinoff of the CBS network that had become a major player
in cable television and included the popular MTV music channel
and the children’s channel Nickelodeon. He later acquired Para-
mount Pictures, one of the major Hollywood studios, Blockbuster
Entertainment and then led a merger with CBS. In 2006, Viacom
spun off CBS, separating the faster-growing cinema operations
from the more sluggish broadcast assets, but Redstone remained
in control of both through his holding company. The two firms re-
united last year to become ViacomCBS.

In recent years, Redstone had been involved in drawn-out liti-
gation over his health and mental competency-amid a bitter family
feud that often reached soap opera levels of drama. His daughter
Shari Redstone effectively controlled the empire with her father in
reclusion, but other family members alleged he was manipulated
by his daughter. His granddaughter Keryn Redstone allied herself
with the billionaire’s ex-girlfriend Manuela Herzer, who had been
waging a battle to have the ailing mogul declared incompetent. At
92, Redstone stepped back from an operational role and became
chairman emeritus at both CBS and Viacom amid a court battle
over his mental fitness.

Beginnings in Boston 
He was born in 1923 as Sumner Murray Rothstein to a Jewish

family in Boston where his father worked as a linoleum salesman.
The family name was  changed in 1940 to Redstone-a literal trans-
lation from Yiddish to English-amid anti-Semitism in the era. In his
2001 autobiography, “A Passion to Win,” Redstone recounted sell-
ing hot dogs at the snack bar of a drive-in movie theater his father
had acquired, calling it “my introduction to the high-powered
world of media and entertainment.”

He enrolled at Harvard University but left before graduating in

1943 to join the US army in World War II, working as a code-
breaker. In his book, he writes that his knowledge of Japanese
had helped him to crack codes, contributing to the war effort.
After the war, he was awarded a degree from Harvard and later
earned a law degree. He then joined his father’s company, which
at that time managed a chain of cinema houses.  He renamed the
group National Amusements and turned it into one of the largest
movie house operators in the country, popularizing the “mulit-
plex” concept. Redstone was severely burned in a 1979 hotel fire
in Boston. He underwent some 60 hours of operations including
skin grafts and was hospitalized several months before being
able to walk again.

Late-life drama 
After resuming his business, Redstone led a 1987 hostile

takeover of Viacom that pushed him into the national spotlight. He
later won a bidding war for CBS. In recent years, his mental com-
petency was in the background amid battles for control of the two
media giants, amid concerns the companies were losing ground in
an industry shifting to online streaming services from Netflix,
Amazon and others. Viacom’s management, led by then-CEO
Philippe Dauman, alleged in court Shari Redstone unfairly con-
trolled her ailing father’s empire. —AFP

After soap opera career, media 
mogul Sumner Redstone dead at 97

In this file photo billionaire and former media mogul Sumner
Redstone arrives at the premiere of CBS Films “Extraordinary
Measures” at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in the Hollywood sec-
tion of Los Angeles January 19, 2010. —AFP

In this file photo illustration taken in Washington, DC,  shows
YouTube’s Sarah Cooper Comedy channel on a computer screen
and a sketch of US author and comedian Sarah Cooper on a
mobile phone. —AFP photos

Viral Trump impersonator 
Sarah Cooper gets Netflix show

Sarah Cooper, the US comedian whose uncanny lip-synch imper-
sonations of President Donald Trump have gained millions of fans
worldwide, will star in her own Netflix special, the streaming giant

said Wednesday. “Sarah Cooper: Everything’s Fine” will be released
this fall and feature a variety of satirical political sketches and other vi-
gnettes as well as famous guests. It will be executive produced by
Maya Rudolph, whose own Emmy-nominated impressions of Kamala
Harris on “Saturday Night Live” have been widely shared since Harris
was confirmed Tuesday as the Democrats’ vice-presidential candidate.
Cooper, a former Google employee, shot to fame during the pandemic
by lampooning some of Trump’s most infamous outbursts-including his
suggestion that injecting disinfectant could help fight the coronavirus.

That 49-second clip-entitled “How to medical”-saw Cooper lip-
synch along to Trump’s proposal that bringing “light inside the body”
might help combat the disease, while emulating the president’s power-
posturing body language. It has been viewed over 22 million times on
Twitter alone.  The 40-something Jamaican-born comedian calls
Trump her “head writer,” and has gained over two million Twitter fol-
lowers as well as celebrity fans such as former president Barack
Obama, comedians Steve Martin and Jerry Seinfeld, and “Hamilton”
creator Lin-Manuel Miranda. Cooper is also the author of best-selling
books “100 Tricks to Appear Smart in Meetings” and “How to be Suc-
cessful Without Hurting Men’s Feelings.”  The variety special will be
directed by “Russian Doll” star Natasha Lyonne. —AFP
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For four young adults across Latin America, 2020 was meant
to be a year of freedom and opportunity. Instead, the coro-
navirus pandemic brought confinement and frustration.

Classes went online and friendships faded, coming-of-age rituals
were canceled and first loves were cut short.  Their only hope?
That it may all soon be over.

Sofia, 19, Chile, pirouette expert 
This year was supposed to be key for promising ballet dancer

Sofia Shaw. Originally from Chillan in central Chile, Shaw was able
to move to the capital Santiago to pursue her dream thanks to her
own perseverance and the support of her mother, who works as
an in-house maid. Shaw made it into Santiago’s municipal ballet
school in 2019. With her father not around, both mother and
daughter were dedicated to Shaw’s dance ambitions. “For this
year, 2020, I am going to give it my all. I am going to really im-
prove and it’s going to go well for me,” the 19-year-old told herself
before the pandemic struck. 

But in March, as the start of classes approached, her life came
to a standstill.  “They said quarantine would only last two weeks.
I was hopeful,” she said. But online classes are just not the same
for the dancer, who has even installed a barre at which to practice
in her small apartment.  “Sometimes I lift my legs and bang into
the wall. But at least I can do the basics.”    In Chile, the COVID-
19 outbreak not only disrupted lives across the country, but it also
cut short the social protests that had rocked the country since
October 2019. Shaw was in her first year of ballet school when
she found herself surrounded by tear gas, rubber bullets and anti-
riot tanks.  “I am so angry! I came to Santiago with the idea of
becoming a professional ballet dancer, and all these situations
happen in the country.” 

Jazmin, 17, Argentina, graduation without classes 
Jazmin Islas is struggling to cope as her last year of high school

in La Plata, Argentina was totally transformed. “I had so many ex-
pectations. I thought this year was going to be non-stop fun,” she
said.    In Latin America, pre-university rituals start on the first
day of the last year of high school.  When the special moment ar-
rived for Islas, she and her classmates wore face paint, lit flares
and danced to the rhythm of a samba-style “batucada.”  Little did
they know that the following day, the rituals would cease.  “We
thought it would be a short break. No one ever imagined this,”
she lamented.

Islas chatted with friends by video calls, only to see the inter-
actions dry up over time.  “Every day we do the same thing, so we
don’t have much to say,” she said.    The blow of seeing the tradi-
tional graduation trip to snow-topped Bariloche-a town in the
southern Patagonia region-possibly canceled was hard to take.
The pink and blue jumpers Islas and her friends had picked out-
which were meant to be the focus of numerous selfies-are now
being worn to keep warm at home during the southern hemi-
sphere winter.    The future medical student wonders if the last
ritual of the year-the goodbye dinner scheduled for December 9
— will even go ahead. “I have lost all hope,” Islas said.

Felipe, 19, Uruguay, university student on pause 
Felipe Paz began his economy and communications course at

Uruguay’s oldest public university in Montevideo on a Tuesday.
By Friday, evening classes were canceled. Uruguay had just de-
clared a health emergency. It was a Friday 13 that Paz would never
forget. “For all of us, it’s a year we aren’t going to get a second
chance at, we aren’t going to experience that first year of univer-
sity,” he said.   

However, unlike worse-hit neighboring countries such as Brazil
and Argentina, Uruguay-a rural country with four times as many
cows as humans-never imposed a lockdown, which meant Paz was
still able to visit his girlfriend Victoria.   But with social distancing

Young Latinos vent pandemic
fury after lost 2020

In these photos Chilean Sofia Shaw Zapata, student of the ballet school of the Municipal Theater poses in Santiago on August 4, 2020, amid the
new coronavirus pandemic.  — AFP photos
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measures and online classes, Paz admits friendships
have changed. “Something so striking and unprece-
dented changes our vision, our way of seeing people.
Now I appreciate one friend much more, and others
are less important than I thought they were,” he said. 

Francisco, 20, Argentina, love under lockdown 
Francisco Avalos only managed to celebrate one

month with his new girlfriend Guadalupe before lock-
down was imposed in Buenos Aires.  He recounts how
she baked him biscuits and wrote: “One month and
counting. I love you.”  By the next monthly milestone,
they were stuck at home.   There were no more cele-
brations for the couple, who live 40 kilometers (25
miles) apart.  By the fourth month, Avalos felt he had
to find a new way to say “I am still here.” So he started
ordering food to be delivered to Guadalupe: breakfast,
tortas (similar to pancakes), burgers and once, even a
dozen donuts.

Now taking the pandemic in their stride, the cou-
ple plan video calls a couple of times a week.  “It’s a
way of getting around the lockdown,” said Avalos.
“At the beginning we would talk a lot about how bad
we felt, but now we are trying to avoid that and make
the best of it.” Looking to the future, Avalos says:
“The first thing I want to do when I get out is to
spend an afternoon together, go to the park and
drink (traditional Argentinian beverage) mate, from
dawn to dusk.” — AFP

Uruguayan Felipe Paz (front) poses with friends before playing football amid the new
coronavirus pandemic.

Argentine high school student Jazmin Islas poses in her bed-
room in La Plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Argentine youth Francisco Avalos, poses for a photograph while
using his smart phone at his home in Bernal, Buenos Aires out-
skirts, Argentina, amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
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As Western cities see statues of slave-
holders and colonialists toppled,
Benin’s coastal town of Ouidah is

going the other way, restoring monuments to
the painful era of the slave trade. During the
17th and 18th centuries, European slavers
held more than one million African men,
women and children in Ouidah’s Portuguese
Fort before shipping them across the Atlantic
in abominable conditions.

Ouidah, about 40 kilometers (25 miles)
from Benin’s economic hub of Cotonou, was

one of the main slave staging posts to the
Americas, according to research at Yale
University. It ranked alongside “slave coast”
ports in modern-day Ghana and the swathe
of Central Africa that today encompasses
Angola, the Republic of Congo and the
Democratic Republic of Congo. In Benin,
coveted for slave trade by Portugal, Britain
and France, villagers were captured in sur-
prise raids orchestrated by powerful local
chiefs. 

The renovation of the Ouidah fort and the

history museum inside is part of Benin’s
drive to ensure that future generations of
Africans know their ancestors’ suffering.
“When I see these chains that hobbled our
ancestors, I feel sick,” Benoit Daounde told
AFP as he studied a number of artefacts
moved to a temporary exhibition.

‘Slavery must be taught’ 
“But it’s our history. We must accept it

and tell it to future generations,” said
Daounde, a UN official who returned to

Benin on holiday from his posting in
Cameroon. “Our children know nothing of all
that. Slavery must be taught in school and
more than in just a few lessons,” Daounde
said. He is one of a stream of other
Beninese, Ouidah residents and historians
who have visited the temporary exhibition
since it opened on August 3. Meanwhile
dozens of laborers at the fort work from
morning until night to have the refurbished
museum opened before the year ends.

Under protective glass in the main hall,
visitors can inspect crusty old maps used
by Portuguese mariners, along with guns
used in the trade. Visitors can also see
portable altars used in ceremonies by the
long line of kings of former Dahomey,
founded around 1600 and crushed by
French colonialists in 1894. The museum
houses a church bell brought by Roman
Catholic missionaries, together with a sinis-
ter selection of chains and other imple-
ments used to bind slaves. Ulrich
Lantonkpode, a jurist who grew up in
Ouidah before moving to the capital
Cotonou, said that before the exhibition he
“lacked elements and information about the
culture and history of (his) family”. “I appre-
ciate this exhibition as much as the idea to
rebuild the Portuguese Fort, enabling us to
safeguard this history,” he added.

A general view of the “The door of no return” memorial on the beach of Ouidah. — AFP photos

A general view of details on a wall at the Zomachi memorial in Ouidah. A general view of the entrance to the city of Ouidah.
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Chinese workers raise their fists
beside a red communist flag in a
painting displayed at a Beijing

museum, one of nearly 200 works put
together for a propaganda exhibition that
hails, not the Maoist past, but the “heroic
deeds” of frontline medics fighting the
coronavirus. Since the discovery of the
deadly contagion in Wuhan at the end of
last year, the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) has sought to model itself as the
vanguard in the fight against COVID-19.
Outside China, Beijing has been the tar-
get of Western criticism over accusations
that it covered up the initial outbreak,
silencing early whistleblowers-including
doctor Li Wenliang, who alerted col-
leagues to the virus in late December but
was reprimanded by local authorities.

But inside the country, the CCP propa-
ganda machine has relentlessly pushed a
positive narrative. China officially record-
ed around 85,000 cases and just over
4,600 deaths-a fraction of the world’s
total-and has now largely brought its
domestic virus spread under control. The
National Museum of China’s “Unity of
Strength” showcases paintings, sculp-
tures and calligraphy, all faithful to the
socialist realism style, that depict what
the regime says is its success in
responding to the crisis. Tens of millions
of people were forced into a crippling
lockdown when Wuhan and its surround-
ing province were shut down in late
January. As the virus gripped the nation,
the power of the usually omnipotent and
omnipresent President Xi Jinping seemed
to waver, with the leader even disappear-
ing from the state-run media for a couple
of weeks.

‘Great contribution’ 
But the exhibition at the museum over-

looking Tiananmen Square doesn’t show
the overwhelmed hospitals in Wuhan, or
the homages given to Doctor Li-whose
death from the virus in February triggered
an usual outpouring of rage against the
government on social networks. Among
the large canvases on display, a painting
shows an ecstatic nurse reading a letter
from President Xi to her colleagues. In the
middle of the room, life-size sculptures of
soldiers disembark from a plane to come
to the aid of stricken inhabitants, with
their uniforms evoking a scene from the
Long March-a military episode by the
Red Army in the 1930s during China’s
civil war.

One emotive piece depicts a nurse
with a face mask adjusting the full pro-
tective suit of a colleague, while another
features a close-up portrait of the coun-
try’s most famous medical expert,
Zhong Nanshan, with a tear streaming
over his mask.  The state-run China
Daily said, “despite not working on the
frontline to battle coronavirus, artists
spare no effort to document the heroic
deeds of those that did, hailing their
great contribution to the cause”.  The
exhibition, which opened on August 1
for two months, only allows visitors with
Chinese identity cards, and so is not
accessible to foreigners. — AFP

People visit the art exhibition “Unity is strength: An art exhibition on the
fight against COVID-19”, which includes “Eternity and Brevity” (right) by
artist Pang Maokun, on the fight against the coronavirus at the National
Museum of China in Beijing. — AFP photos

People visit the art exhibition “Unity is strength: An art exhibition on the fight against COVID-19”,
including one a portrait of Chinese pulmonologist Zhong Nanshan entitled “Chinese Communist-
Zhang Nanshan” (far right) by artist Feng Zhaoxie, on the fight against coronavirus at the
National Museum of China.

People visit the art exhibition “Unity is strength: An art exhibition on the
fight against COVID-19”.

Voodoo heritage 
With its Afro-Brazilian architecture and

beaches bordered by coconut palms as far
as the eye can see, a town that played a
major part in transatlantic slavery has
become a development project launched in
2016 by President Patrice Talon. In a bid to
promote tourism Benin is presenting an
image of itself as a place of “cultural excep-
tion”, said Minister of Tourism Jean-Michel
Abimbola, who stressed that the government
has allocated a budget of one billion euros
($1.17 billion) toward that goal.

Authorities are renovating the Pendjari
National Park in the far north to attract safari
hunters, and building several museums of
voodoo, an ancestral religion that originated
in the Kingdom of Dahomey.  Benin has
asked France to return objects looted in
colonial conflicts.

But the spread of jihadist activity in West
Africa has slowed tourism from Europe in the
past few years. The COVID-19 pandemic
has worsened the prospects, compelling
Beninese authorities to promote strictly
regional tourism. “In Ouidah, we are aiming
at the Nigerian market as a priority,” said
Wenceslas Adjognon-Monnon, development
manager with the national heritage and
tourism agency. Nigeria’s economic capital
Lagos is only about 100 kilometres (60
miles) from Ouidah and the vast nation of
some 200 million people shares little of
Benin’s history of slavery and colonisation.

‘We need tough action’ 
“We need tough action, way beyond the

movements to reclaim black causes,”
argued Eric Accrombessi, a tourist guide
born in Ouidah. “The renovation of these
places will better illustrate the course of his-
tory to pass on to future generations.” The
authorities are also building an International
Museum of Memory and Slavery, with a
tourist complex of 130 rooms and places of
reflection, and a reconstruction of a slave
ship. Historian Sarah Pruitt stressed that
while exact numbers will never be known,
some 12.5 million Africans were forced on to
the ships between the 17th and 19th cen-
turies.  Of these, some 10.6 million survived
the crossing. — AFP

A man drives a motorcycle past a voodoo temple
in Ouidah.
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By Paul Clammer 

My first visit to Beirut was something of
an unplanned detour. Twenty years
ago in Damascus I took an impromptu

shared taxi between the two capitals, armed
with little more than a flyer for a cheap hotel in
the Hamra district that a fellow backpacker
had given me. 

That trip was the start of an immediate
and long-lasting love affair. I joined the
promenading crowds on the Corniche that
runs alongside the Mediterranean, and
browsed for books in the beautiful campus
of the American University of Beirut. Best of
all was the food - thick creamy bowls of
hummus topped with pine nuts, greasy
shawarma kebabs and green, parsley-
capped mountains of tabbouleh that
seemed to cost pennies. 

Still, I could never have imagined that I
would move to Beirut two decades later, or -
by improbable coincidence - that I would do
so with a partner who had been living in the
city during my first visit, working as a reporter
on the city’s only English-language newspa-
per. Our home is a five-minute walk from her
old apartment in Gemmayzeh, and when she
walked back into her old local restaurant after
a break of 18 years, the manager still remem-
bered her favorite dish. Beirut is like that.

As a guidebook writer for Lonely Planet, it’s
my job to capture the essence of a destina-
tion as well as its sights. I can wax lyrical
about the beautiful coastal view over Pigeon
Rocks at Raouche, ideally while enjoying a
mezze and a chilled glass of local drink at Al
Falamanki restaurant. Or I can enthuse about
the extraordinary collection of 20th century
Lebanese art at the jewel-box-like Sursock
Museum, or the incredible restaurants tucked
away in Monot, Clemenceau or Badaro. 

But as the city comes to grip with the
tragedy of the August 4 explosions, I’d like to

take you on a tour of one of the oldest cities in
the world and explain not only my love affair
with Beirut, but why this ancient, diverse, eter-
nally charming metropolis will surely rebuild.

Treasure hunters
In this personal guidebook, I’d put pride of

place to the antique shops and junk stores of

the Basta district. An otherwise unremarkable
corner of the city tucked between a busy
raised highway and a cemetery, it’s the per-
fect place for treasure hunters. The best shop
owners ply you with tiny cups of bitter coffee
while you browse, then offer you tinplate
advertising placards for long-defunct brands
of beer, colored lithographs from 19th century
Parisian newspapers, and lurid posters for old
Omar Sharif movies. 

For refreshments we’d take in the home-
made ice cream at Hana Mitri, a tiny shop in
an old stone building that’s been a family
business for decades, and claims to have
closed only for one day during the 15 years of
civil war. While we’re queuing - there’s always
a queue - you might notice the bullet holes on
the outside walls, nod at their dedication to

the perfect aromatic rose water ice, and then
eat the most eye-watering lemon sorbet.

The lost optimism
I’d then take you to Mar Mikhael, where

many of the signs are still written in Armenian.
There’s a picture framer here where you can
nose through what other people are hanging
on their walls, and it might take you a moment
to work out why the owners welcome you with

smudged gray on their foreheads, until you
realize they’ve just returned from an Ash
Wednesday service. 

Perhaps later we’d head to downtown
Beirut. We’d go to The Egg, a derelict cinema
on the fringes of the area that just missed out
on the rebuilding. Named for its concrete
Brutalist shape, it symbolized the lost opti-

mism of the early 1970s. But in October 2019
it was taken over as part of the thawra (revolu-
tion) street protests against government cor-
ruption. Used for activism teach-ins, it now
stands covered with bright graffiti, echoing
the brilliant potential of Lebanon’s youth. 

Indeed, Beirut has some of the most
vibrant street artists in the region, and if we
had time I’d take you on a walking tour to tell
you the stories behind some of the best. We’ll
look out for pieces by Yazan Halwani, whose
giant portraits of Lebanese icons are sur-
rounded by soft clouds of Arabic calligraphy.
My favorite, however, is the enormous mural
of an astronaut planting the Lebanese flag on
the moon while eating a slice of manakeesh
(a baked flatbread with olive oil and a spice
mixture called za’atar) - a cheeky nod to the
urban myth that Neil Armstrong was secretly
Lebanese himself.

Finally, as we look out across Martyr’s
Square, and its twin monuments to both
Lebanese independence from the Ottomans
and the thawra movement a hundred years
later, I’d tell you about the joyful sea of flags
that flooded the city that October month last
year, and the streams of families walking
below our apartment’s balcony to be part of
the great unifying Lebanese spirit. I’d point
out the site of the community kitchens, the DJ
sound systems, and the stand where kids
could get their faces painted with the
Lebanese flag. I’d tell you about the great
coming together of all of Lebanon’s diverse
communities - and remember that that strong
sense of national identity is the foundation on
which Beirut’s recovery will be built.

—www.lonelyplanet.com

The Pigeons’ Rocks just off the coast of
Beirut.— Diego Fiore / Shutterstock

The Egg, in downtown Beirut. — Paul Clammer / Lonely Planet Mural of Lebanese astronaut, created by @TDurdenStudio.—Paul Clammer /
Lonely Planet
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Aruba is slowly beginning to reopen
to travelers. On July 1, the island
began permitting visitors from
Europe and Canada, and on July

10, travelers from the United States will be
allowed to enter. Visitors from certain states
will be required to either have a negative
PCR test conducted 72 hours prior to their
arrival to Aruba, or they can opt for a test
taken at the airport upon arrival, at a cost of
$75. Visitors must also have adequate travel
insurance.

France
Throughout summer France has seen

spikes of coronavirus cases in some
regions, causing the country to establish
new rules on wearing masks. Travel within
the country is still unrestricted, and the
country is allowing visitors from within the
European Union, as well as a handful of
approved countries outside the EU.

Travelers from outside the EU must either
show a negative PCR test taken 72 hours
prior to departure or undergo a 14-day
quarantine upon arrival.

Italy
One of the European countries most

affected by the outbreak, Italy is beginning
a multi-phase effort to reopen. A number of
businesses including bookshops, laundries
and shops selling children’s clothes have
reopened, and restaurants and bars have
opened for takeout. Residents from the EU,
UK and Schengen countries are permitted
to visit Italy without quarantine. Visitors from
other countries must quarantine for two
weeks.

Costa Rica
After managing to keep COVID-19 cases

and deaths relatively low, Costa Rica
announced a reopening plan on May 11.

Starting May 16, small hotels and some
national parks opened at half capacity, with
the remaining national parks opening
through June. As of August 1, visitors from
28 approved countries may enter Costa
Rica with a negative PCR test taken 48

hours prior to departure and proof of travel
insurance that covers medical expenses. 

— www.lonelyplanet.com

Aruba

Italy

Costa Rica France
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Established 1961 

Automated enquiry about the 
Civil ID card is 1889988

112

CHANGE OF NAME

I, Antonio Jose D Cunha holder of 
Indian Passport No. M6716579 
residing in Kuwait at present having 
permanent address Gurudev Shakti 
Flat S-3 P.O. Caranzalem Ilhas Goa 
Pin Code 403002 would like to 
change my father name from 
Mariano Santana D Cunha to 
Mariano Santana Da Cunha as per 
my birth certificate. 
 
I, Antonio Jose D Cunha holder of 
Indian Passport No. M6716579 
residing in Kuwait at present having 
permanent address Gurudev Shakti 
Flat S-3 P.O. Caranzalem Ilhas Goa 
Pin Code 403002 would like to 
change my mother name from 
Maria to Maria Augusta Carmelina 

Vicente as per mine and my moth-
erís birth certificates. 
 
I, Mary Fatima Justa D Cunha resid-
ing at Gurudev Shakti Flat S-3 P.O. 
Caranzalem Ilhas Goa Pin Code 
403002 would like to change my 
name from Mary Fatima Justa D 
Cunha to Mary Fatima Justa 
Fernandes as per my birth and mar-
riage certificates. 
 
I, Antonio Jose D Cunha holder of 
Indian Passport No. M6716579 
residing in Kuwait at present having 
permanent address Gurudev Shakti 
Flat S-3 P.O. Caranzalem Ilhas Goa 
Pin Code 403002 would like to 
change my name from Antonio 
Jose D Cunha to Antonio Jose Da 
Cunha as per my birth certificate.  
(C 5755) 11-8-2020
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BEIJING: Commuters walk to a subway station in Beijing. — AFP 

China’s debt collectors flourish 
Consumers flounder in a COVID-hit economy
SHANGHAI: It’s not a good sign for any econ-
omy when debt collectors are booming and in
China right now, the industry is on a hiring spree.
Whole Scene Asset Management, a debt recov-
ery firm based in the southern province of
Hunan, plans to double staff numbers to 400
people this year as it expands into new cities.
“Debt collection companies have been mush-
rooming,” said company founder Zhang Haiyan.
“And with bad loans growing this year, everyone
is adding new hands.”

Rival Bricsman is also hiring - hoping to boost
headcount of around 1,000 by 400-500 this
year after landing a deal to collect delinquent
consumer loans for China Minsheng Bank , peo-
ple with knowledge of the matter said, declining
to identified as they were not authorized to talk
to media. Bricsman, which is based in the eastern
province of Jiangsu and counts other large

banks amongst its clients, did not respond to a
request for comment.

As increasing numbers of consumers struggle
with lost income in an economy battered by the
coronavirus and U.S-China tensions, a burgeon-
ing wave of non-performing loans is sparking
concern among lenders - both at specialist con-
sumer financing firms and traditional banks - and
even among debt collectors. China is the midst
of “an unfolding debt crisis”, says Joe Zhang, a
business consultant and until last month vice
chairman at the country’s largest debt collector
YX Asset Recovery.

The delinquency rate for consumer debt is
climbing and collecting on those loans has be-
come much harder, he added, estimating that at
some weaker non-bank consumer lenders,
soured loans may account for 30% to 50% of
their portfolios. That bodes ill not only for Bei-

jing’s efforts to spur domestic demand but also
for the financial health of consumer lending firms
which help provide credit seen as vital for
shoring up the pandemic-hit economy.

Strategy rethink
The China Banking and Insurance Regulatory

Commission did not respond to a Reuters request
for comment on its current assessment of risks
posed by soured consumer loans. It last said
delinquency rates were under control when it
noted a 0.13 percentage point rise in the non-per-
forming loan ratio for first-quarter consumer debt
compared to the start of this year. But that data
only captures bank loans and not those extended
by the country’s vast numbers of specialist con-
sumer finance firms including micro lenders.

Even at banks, which generally have stricter
loan criteria, concern is building. An internal re-

view by Bank of Shanghai Co Ltd saw its non-
performing loan ratio for consumer debt soar in
the first quarter, said a company source familiar
with the matter. “We’ve already started to re-
duce our exposure in consumer finance by cut-
ting our co-lending business with smaller
platforms,” said the source, who like other lend-
ing sources was not authorized to speak to
media and declined to be named.

Bank of Shanghai did not respond to a request
for comment. Chinese consumer debt has bal-
looned over the past five years, fuelled in part as
banks scrambled to issue credit cards, with out-
standing debt for bank-issued cards doubling to
17.6 trillion yuan ($2.5 trillion). Internet-based
consumer financing, which is only lightly regulated,
has also grown - by a dizzying 400 times to nearly
8 trillion yuan since 2014, according to the
Guanghua School of Management. — Reuters
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Japan stocks surge, dollar sags 
as investors see ‘glass half full’

US inflation beat expectations, virus looks to be stalling
SINGAPORE: Japanese stocks soared to a six-
month peak and the dollar was under pressure
yesterday as investors picked positives out of
recent economic data and bet on China and the
United States sticking with their trade deal at a
crucial weekend meeting. MSCI’s broadest
index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan was
up 0.1%, while gains in semiconductor makers
drove Japan’s Nikkei 1.8% higher to a six-
month peak.

The rally follows Wednesday gains in Europe
and on Wall Street - which left the S&P 500
within a whisker of a record closing high. But
futures pricing suggests the latest round of op-
timism might lose steam in the European day.
Euro STOXX 50 futures were last down 0.1%,
FTSE futures slipped 0.7% and S&P 500 fu-
tures were down 0.1%. “People are looking at
the glass half full, and testing the waters,” said
Bank of Singapore currency analyst Moh Siong
Sim. Throughout the week, a selloff in the US
bond market, as investors digest the biggest 10-
year paper auction, has lifted yields enough to
trigger a sharp pullback in gold as well as drop
in the yen as flows come in from Japan. At the
same time, the number of daily new COVID-19
infections in the United States seems to be sta-
bilizing around 55,000 and an unexpected jump
in consumer prices last month has seemed to re-
inforce confidence in recovery. Yesterday US
10-year yields retraced a touch to 0.6638%,
gold steadied at $1,926 an ounce and the dollar
was back under pressure against the euro.

But the scale and pace of stock market gains
is beginning to draw a few worries. Analysts at
OCBC in Singpore are concerned that a stress
index they launched in April has done nothing
but tumble since its inception. “Market stress ...
has subsided to such a low level that we start to
wonder if we are missing anything,” wrote
OCBC economist Wellian Wiranto. “With that in
mind, we zoom in on the US-China tensions
which might start to feature more prominently,”
he said.

The next flashpoint is likely Saturday, when
top officials meet to review the progress of the
Phase 1 trade pact. White House economic ad-
viser Larry Kudlow said this week the deal was
“fine right now,” comments which helped the
yuan touch a five-month high yesterday in a
sign of market confidence. But China is lagging
behind in farm goods and energy purchases
and, Bloomberg News reported on Wednesday,
will likely raise other areas of two countries’
growing conflict during the trade talks.

Dollar pressure
Elsewhere the upbeat mood kept broad

pressure on the dollar. Markets are still eagerly
awaiting a breakthrough in wrangling over the
next US stimulus package. Little sign of
progress is unhelpful for the US economy and
helped the euro poke back above $1.18 and
sterling to edge ahead. The Australian dollar
edged ahead after better-than-expected jobs
figures - though the fact that unemployment

topped a million for the first time ever capped
gains. It was last at $0.7171.

Australia was also the outlier in regional eq-
uity markets, with selling of communications
giant Telstra after a profit plunge dragging on
the index. Korea’s Kospi led gains in other mar-
kets outside Japan, rising 0.7% to a two-year
high. In commodities oil mostly clung to solid

gains made overnight when a drop in US crude
inventories spurred hopes that fuel demand is
recovering. Brent crude futures were last 0.2%
softer at $45.33 a barrel, while US crude dipped
by the same margin to $42.60 a barrel. US
weekly jobless claims are on the horizon at 1230
GMT and investors expect a modest downtrend
to continue.— Reuters

JAKARTA: A vendor wearing a face mask as a preventive measure against the
COVID-19 waits for customers at a market in Jakarta yesterday. — AFP 

PARIS: The coronavirus pandemic has pushed
most of the world’s major economies into un-
precedented contractions in the second quar-
ter, except for China which escaped a
recession. Here are the second quarter changes
in gross domestic product (GDP) compared to
the previous quarter for the world’s top
economies. Unless stated otherwise, the figures
are from the national statistics institutes.

Germany 
Europe’s top economy was hit less hard by

the coronavirus than its neighbors, but still saw
its GDP fall by 10.1 percent in the second quar-
ter. As GDP had already declined by 2 percent
in the first quarter, Germany’s economy met the
definition of a recession: two consecutive quar-
ters of contracting GDP. Germany’s previous
record for a quarterly GDP drop: 4.7 percent
in the first quarter of 2009.

France
The euro-zone’s number two economy was

in a longer and stricter lockdown than its east-
ern neighbor, and second quarter GDP fell

more steeply, by 13.8 percent, after a drop of
5.9 percent in the previous three months. Pre-
viously the worst quarterly GDP growth in
France happened in 1968 because of a general
strike in May of that year.

Italy 
Italy’s growth was impacted very early on

by the coronavirus which hit its richest region,
Lombardy, particularly hard. Italian GDP fell by
5.4 percent in the first quarter and then by 12.4
percent in the second, pushing the country into
recession.

Spain
After a 5.2 percent drop in the first quarter,

Spain’s economy contracted a further 18.5 per-
cent in the second, notably because of a 60
percent drop in tourism income and a fall by
one third in exports.

Euro-zone
The euro-zone’s overall GDP plunged 12.1

percent in the three months to June, after 3.6
percent in the first quarter, making the second
quarter downturn “by far” the worst since sta-

tistics agency Eurostat started compiling
growth data for the area in 1995.

United Kingdom 
The UK suffered the worst recession in

Europe in the first two quarters of the year,
also recording the highest number of coron-
avirus deaths in Europe. GDP fell 20.4 per-
cent in the second quarter after a 2.2 percent
drop in the first.

United States
The United States, the world’s top economy,

suffered a 9.5 percent slump in the second
quarter following a 1.3 percent drop in the first,
according to figures published by the OECD.
The US government publishes annualised fig-
ures (-32.9 percent in the second quarter), a
method that is not comparable with most other
countries.

China 
China, the world’s second-largest economy,

may have been where the novel coronavirus
originated, but thanks to strict lockdown meas-
ures it was able to largely halt the spread of the
virus and reopen factories, thus avoiding a re-
cession. In the second quarter its economy re-
bounded by 11.5 percent,  having fallen by 10
percent in the first quarter. Still, growth for this
year will be much below what China has be-
come accustomed to for decades.—AFP 

COVID-19 pushing much of the
world into record slumps

PARIS: The global coronavirus pandemic is weighing heavily on
worldwide demand for oil as the aviation and transport sectors,
in particular, struggle with the fallout from the lockdowns aimed
at reining in the disease, the International Energy Agency said
yesterday. “The COVID-19 pandemic has cast a long shadow over
oil demand, which we now expect to fall by 8.1 million barrels per
day year-on-year in 2020,” the IEA wrote in its latest monthly re-
port. Overall, the IEA cut its forecast for global oil demand for the
whole of 2020 to 91.9 million barrels per day, the first downgrade
in a number of months. It said it expected demand to recover
somewhat next year to  97.1 million bpd, though this would still
be down on its previous forecast.

“We have revised down our 2021 demand estimate... as the avi-
ation sector will likely take longer to recover,” the report said.  “By
December 2021, global oil consumption will still be two percent
lower than at the end of 2019.” The aviation and road transport
sectors, both essential components of oil consumption, were con-
tinuing to struggle, the IEA said.  Road transport was being im-
pacted “as people avoid non-essential trips and working from
home remains the norm in much of the West,” the report said. 

With countries largely keeping their borders closed and testing
incoming passengers for COVID-19, “non-essential travel remains
very limited, keeping air traffic well below normal levels.” —AFP 

Coronavirus weighs on 
global oil demand: IEA
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NORTHVOLT: European battery makers are
gearing up to take advantage of massive “green”
stimulus packages unveiled since the coron-
avirus pandemic though many acknowledge it
will be tough to match the Asian giants that
dominate the mainstream market. While Swe-
den’s Northvolt, and more recently France’s
Verkor, are making a play for large-scale pro-
duction, other European companies are focusing
on niche markets and new technologies rather
than taking on Chinese and South Korean firms
with mass production of batteries destined for
electric vehicles (EVs). 

From Greek battery maker Sunlight to start-
ups like InoBat Auto in Slovakia and Switzer-
land’s Innolith, firms say the challenge of building
economies of scale fast to compete head on
means finding niches is a more likely path to suc-
cess, for now. “Having battery giants in Europe,
it’s still possible,” said Sunlight Chief Executive
Lampros Bisalas. 

“We just need to run and catch up and inno-
vate faster than the others.” Sunlight’s Greek
factory is the world’s largest producer of lead-
acid batteries for automated guided vehicles,
forklifts and energy storage systems and it is
now shifting to lithium cells. But Bisalas isn’t
going after the EV market dominated by China’s
Contemporary Amperex Technology (CATL),
Japan’s Panasonic and South Korea’s LG Chem ,

Samsung SDI and SK Innovation .
He’s focusing on lithium-iron-phosphate

(LFP) production, a type of battery suited to
forklifts, locomotives and robots that perform
short tasks with breaks in between. “These mar-
kets are billions of dollars,” said Bisalas. “We see
a very big opportunity there, because we see
lithium ion producers, especially from China,
being focused on EVs.” Ever since it launched
the European Battery Alliance in 2017, Europe
has been pushing local firms to develop an in-
dustry that should flourish in a low-carbon fu-
ture and ensure the continent is not reliant on
imported products - or technology.

‘Sovereignty crisis’
Now, China hosts 80% of the world’s lithium-

ion cell production - the type of battery ex-
pected to power the fast-growing EV industry
- and most of the capacity coming online in Eu-
rope over the next five years belongs to Asian
firms. But the European Union has committed
550 billion euros ($647 billion) to climate pro-
tection and clean technologies over the next
seven years, and these plans hinge on batteries
to store renewable energy - and to power EVs.

Researchers have already identified 13 Euro-
pean battery projects that could be eligible for
EU support, in countries including France, Ger-
many, Slovakia and Poland - though some are

being driven by Asian manufacturers, such as LG
Chem’s plans to expand its factory in Krakow.
European EV production is expected to in-
crease six-fold in the next five years and EU
leaders expect the battery value chain - from
mining to production to recycling - will be worth
250 billion euros by 2025.

But some European startups concede they
can’t catch up with the large-scale, low-cost
Asian incumbents. InoBat Auto, for example, a
Slovak startup backed by U.S. energy technol-
ogy company Wildcat Discovery Technologies
and Czech utility CEZ, is instead heading into the
fast lane. Chief Executive Marian Bocek said the
European auto industry’s reliance on imported
mass-produced batteries has created a “techno-
logical sovereignty crisis”, forcing manufactur-
ers to design cars around the batteries.

So it is planning to tailor batteries for high-
performance vehicles that may need something
special. It plans to bring a 100 MWh
(megawatt/hour) production line online next
year in Slovakia near Peugeot, Kia Motors and
Jaguar Land Rover’s plants - which it said could
eventually become a 10 GWh (gigawatt/hour)
facility. There, InoBat will test battery
chemistries and make prototypes tweaked to
each carmaker’s needs. “Our focus is more on a
sort of niche, on-demand battery segment for
high-performance vehicles that cannot go to the

LG Chems or SK Innovations of the world,”
Bocek said.

Competitive edge
Analysts say the next generation of batteries

must last longer, charge faster and be safer and
greener than those on the market now, and that
gives European companies a chance. “That is
how Europe can conceive a competitive edge
over China,” said Wood Mackenzie energy stor-
age analyst Mitalee Gupta. “It will get competi-
tive pretty quickly.”

Swiss battery technology company Innolith,
for one, is looking for an edge with new tech-
nologies. The company, which bought US bat-
tery producer Alevo’s intellectual property after
its bankruptcy in 2017, said its labs in Germany
will have prototypes this year for an NMC 811
cell that will deliver up to 315 Wh/kg (watt hour
per kg). NMC 811 cells include less cobalt than
most mainstream EV batteries, which means they
have the potential to deliver more power and
with cheaper components. “We cannot just take
the same technology which is used, for example,
in China or South Korea and copy-paste,” said
Chief Executive Konstantin Solodovnikov. In
Austria, battery technology company Kreisel
Electric said it has licensed its NMC 811 technol-
ogy to a European-based battery producer,
which it declined to name. — Reuters

WASHINGTON: Microsoft is back in the smartphone busi-
ness-sort of-with a new Android-powered folding device it
claims fills a needed gap in mobile computing. The tech giant
began taking orders Wednesday for its Surface Duo, a dual-
screen handset starting at $1,399. Microsoft first announced the
device last October. “We designed Surface Duo for people who
want to get more done with the device in their pocket,” said
Panos Panay, chief product officer for Windows and Devices.

“Our internal research shows that three out of four people
report struggling to complete complex tasks while away from
their computer. That’s because smartphones with a single
screen aren’t designed for you to easily do multiple things at
once.” The Duo represents a fresh entry into hand-held de-
vices for Microsoft, which years earlier surrendered the
smartphone market to operating systems from Apple and
Google after its own line of Windows-powered handsets failed
to gain traction.

The new device with a folded display of 5.6 inches opening
up to an 8.1-inch screen, will compete against other folding
handsets from Samsung, Huawei and others. It seeks to stand
out from its rivals thanks in part to the ability to run apps from
Microsoft Windows as well as those from the Google-pow-
ered Android mobile system. Panay said the Duo also aimed
to offer a “seamless cross-device experience” with PCs run-
ning the Windows 10 operating system, including the ability
to get notifications and texts, make calls, share images or copy
and paste content between the two devices. — AFP 

Microsoft back in phone 
business with folding 
Android device

Europe battery makers power 
up for a green tech recovery

Green stimulus packages to boost clean transport 

Biggest 
container 
ships take shape 
in South Korea
GEOJE: On the bridge of one of the world’s
biggest container ships, a worker in a grey
protective suit installs the compass that
will guide the leviathan across the world.
The finishing touches are being put to the
HMM St Petersburg at the Samsung Heavy
Industries shipyard on the island of Geoje,
at the southern tip of South Korea.

Deep in the bowels of the enormous
vessel, welders are dwarfed by the giant
engines that will propel it at a maximum
speed of over 22 knots. At 400 meters
(1,300 feet), the HMM St Petersburg is 100
metres longer than the Eiffel Tower is tall,
and 62 meters wide. It has a capacity of
23,820 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units,
the standard measure of a shipping con-
tainer), which owner Hyundai Merchant
Marine (HMM) describes as enough to
carry seven billion choco-pies, a popular
Korean snack-one for every human being
on the planet.

It is the 12th and last of a new class of
24,000-TEU vessels HMM is putting
into service, the largest of their kind in
the world and costing 170-180 billion
won ($143-151 million) each. The first of

the class to begin operations, the
23,964-TEU HMM Algeciras, made its
maiden voyage in April when it set a new
world record for shipment volume. The
South’s shipbuilding industry is one of
the world’s biggest and was one of the
drivers of its decades of economic
growth, but in recent years has been
hammered by global oversupply and
cheaper competition from China.

Similarly the Korean shipping industry
was plunged into turmoil by the collapse

of Hanjin Shipping, once one of the world’s
top 10 container lines, which was declared
bankrupt in 2017. HMM St Petersburg will
be delivered in September and make its
maiden voyage to Shanghai and other Chi-
nese ports, before heading through the
Suez Canal to Rotterdam, Hamburg,
Antwerp, and London. The journey from
South Korea to Europe and back is a 12-
week round trip, but despite its size and
the distance covered, the vessel will have
a crew of just 23. — AFP 

GEOJE: Photo shows a general view of the engine room of the HMM St Petersburg,
during a media tour in which access and photography was restricted, at the Sam-
sung/DSME shipyard in Geoje, near Busan. — AFP 
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In China, fears of financial iron 
curtain as US tensions mount

China renews yuan’s global push after five-year lull
SHANGHAI: A sharp escalation in tensions with
the United States has stoked fears in China of a
deepening financial war that could result in it
being shut out of the global dollar system - a
devastating prospect once considered far-
fetched but now not impossible. Chinese officials
and economists have in recent months been un-
usually public in discussing worst-case scenar-
ios under which China is blocked from dollar
settlements, or Washington freezes or confis-
cates a portion of China’s huge US debt hold-
ings. Those concerns have galvanized some in
Beijing to revive calls to bolster the yuan’s global
clout as it looks to decrease reliance on the
greenback.

Some economists even float the idea of set-
tling exports of China-made COVID-19 vaccines
in yuan, and are looking to bypass dollar settle-
ment with a digital version of the currency.
“Yuan internationalization was a good-to-have.
It’s now becoming a must-have,” said Shuang
Ding, head of Greater China economic research
at Standard Chartered and a former economist
at the People’s Bank of China (PBOC). The threat
of Sino-US financial “decoupling” is becoming
“clear and present”, Ding said.

Although a complete separation of the
world’s two largest economies is unlikely, the
Trump administration has been pushing for a

partial decoupling in key areas related to trade,
technology and financial activity. Washington
has unleashed a barrage of actions penalising
China, including proposals to bar US listings of
Chinese companies that fail to meet US account-
ing standards and bans on the Chinese-owned
TikTok and WeChat apps. Further tension is ex-
pected in the run-up to US elections on Nov 3.

“A broad financial war has already started ...
the most lethal tactics have yet to be used,” Yu
Yongding, an economist at the state-backed
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
who previously advised the PBOC, told Reuters.
Yu said the ultimate sanction would involve US
seizures of China’s US assets - Beijing holds over
$1 trillion yuan in US government debt - which
would be difficult to implement and a self-in-
flicted wound for Washington. But calling US
leaders “extremists”, Yu said a decoupling is not
impossible, so China should make preparations.

High stakes
The stakes are high. Any move by Washing-

ton to cut China off from the dollar system or re-
taliation by Beijing to sell a big chunk of US debt
could roil financial markets and hurt the global
economy, analysts said. Fang Xinghai, a senior
securities regulator, said China is vulnerable to
US sanctions and should make “early” and “real”

preparations. “Such things have already hap-
pened to many Russian businesses and financial
institutions,” Fang told a June forum organized
by Chinese media outlet Caixin. Guan Tao, for-
mer director of the international payments de-
partment of China’s State Administration of
Foreign Exchange and now chief global econo-
mist at BOC International (China), also said Bei-
jing should ready itself for decoupling.

“We have to mentally prepare that the United
States could expel China from the dollar settle-
ment system,” he told Reuters. In a report he co-
authored last month, Guan called for increased
use of China’s yuan settlement system, Cross-
Border Interbank Payment System, in global
trade. Most of China’s cross-border transactions
are settled in dollars via the SWIFT system,
which some say leaves it vulnerable.

Renewed push
After a five-year lull, Beijing is reviving its

push to globalize the yuan. The PBOC’s Shanghai
head office last month urged financial institutions
to expand yuan trade and prioritize local cur-
rency use in direct investment. Central bank chief
Yi Gang said in remarks published on Sunday
that yuan internationalization is proceeding well,
with cross-border settlements growing 36.7%
in the first half of 2020 from a year earlier. Still,

internationalization is hampered by China’s own
stringent capital controls. It could also face re-
sistance from countries that have criticized
China on matters ranging from the coronavirus
to its clampdown on Hong Kong.

The yuan’s share of global foreign exchange
reserves surpassed 2% in the first quarter, Yi
said. It also beat the Swiss franc in June to be the
fifth most-used currency for international pay-
ments, with a share of 1.76%, according to
SWIFT. One way to accelerate cross-border
settlement would be to price some exports in
renminbi, such as a possible coronavirus vaccine,
suggested Tommy Xie, head of Greater China
research at OCBC Bank in Singapore.

Another is to use a proposed digital yuan in
cross-border transactions on the back of currency
swaps between central banks, bypassing systems
such as SWIFT, said Ding Jianping, finance pro-
fessor at Shanghai University of Finance and Eco-
nomics. China has fast-tracked plans to develop a
sovereign digital currency, while the PBOC has
been busy signing currency swap deals with for-
eign counterparts. Shuang Ding of Standard Char-
tered said Beijing has no choice but to prepare for
Washington’s “nuclear option” of kicking China
out of the dollar system. “Beijing cannot afford to
be thrown into disarray when sanctions indeed be-
fall China,” he said. — Reuters

In US, ‘Cancel Rent’ 
movement gains ground
LOS ANGELES: Without a job and terrified of being left homeless
during the coronavirus pandemic, Manuel Acero had no other op-
tion but to enlist in the US Army.  His distraught wife Ady Carrillo
stayed behind in the studio apartment they rented in Los Angeles,
but the 48-year-old isn’t just awaiting his return home-she’s taking
action. Carrillo has joined the “Cancel Rent” movement, which is
gathering steam with protests across the United States as Amer-
icans hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic pile up debts.

Activists want landlords to suspend rent obligations for those
in the most dire straits, having lost their jobs in the economic
chaos sparked by the virus crisis. Like the 31-year-old Acero, who
is now at boot camp, many have been forced to resort to extreme
measures. “It’s been three months since we were able to make
rent-the only choice my husband had left was to join the army,”
Carrillo told AFP, bursting into tears. “I’m scared they’ll send him
away from me” on an overseas deployment, she said. “If he dies, I
die with him.”  

Housing as ‘human right’ 
With tens of millions of Americans out of work because of the

pandemic, federal, state and local authorities temporarily sus-
pended evictions on tenants who cannot make rent. But many
worry about what happens when those concessions run out. Over
the past week, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department has
resumed evictions ordered before March when the lockdowns
began, local media have reported.

In the city’s Chinatown neighborhood on Monday, a small group

of protesters including Carrillo rallied and marched on City Hall, de-
manding answers. “Cancel rent!” “Housing is a human right!” com-
munity organizer Annie Shaw yelled into a megaphone.  “We
demand strong measures like canceling rents,” Shaw said. “Cancel-
ing rent will protect the community.” Los Angeles has the sixth-high-
est rents in the country, according to a ranking by the real estate site
Zumper, trailing behind cities like San Francisco and New York.  

“It’s been so hard for me to make rent during the pandemic,”
said Rosa Hernandez, who also attended Monday’s rally. “I am an
independent cleaner, and used to make $700 a week. Now I make
only $100 to $200 a week. If there is food on the table, there is
no extra money for rent.”

‘We are not going to pay’ 
Demonstrations and “rent strikes” by the “Cancel Rent” move-

ment have been staged in various cities across the country since
the start of the virus epidemic, which has so far left more than
164,000 Americans dead. “We are not going to pay,” said Lydia
Nicholson, an organizer of the LA Tenants Union. “I don’t think
it’s going to be pretty at all for anyone if they make us do some-
thing that we just obviously can’t do.” 

Los Angeles prosecutors have said large-scale rent forgiveness
is out of the question, and would cost the city more than $1 billion
in compensation to landlords, according to a memo seen by the
Los Angeles Times. Mayor Eric Garcetti’s office did not respond
to an AFP request for comment for this story. For their part, land-
lords say freezing rents would not only affect the upkeep of their
properties but would also impact the payment of taxes, which are
key to the city budget, as well as mortgages. 

Suspending rent payments is “just shifting the debt up the food
chain,” said Jay Martin, director of a group that represents owners
of rent-controlled properties in New York. He said that many
landlords “are working with [tenants], they are forgiving parts of
the rent.”  “A tenant that can pay partial rent is better than a tenant
who can pay no rent,” Martin said.  

But the situation only appears set to get worse as federal
supplementary support of $600 a week for the unemployed has
now expired. “I’ll have to go sleep under a bridge,” said Joaquin
Gutierrez, 63 who has been out of work since February. Gutier-
rez had been planning on returning to his native El Salvador
when the coronavirus broke out and left him stranded in the
United States.  Now, he does not have money to buy food, much
less the $500 needed to pay the rent on his room in LA’s Van
Nuys neighborhood.  “The only solution is for me to leave,”
Gutierrez said, calling on the government of El Salvador to
repatriate him.  — AFP 

CALIFORNIA: Joaquin Gutierrez poses in front of the house where
he is renting a room in Van Nuys, California. The ‘Cancel Rent’
movement is gathering steam with protests across the US as Amer-
icans hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic pile up debts. — AFP 
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MIAMI: Myles Turner and Justin Holiday scored
18 points apiece as the Indiana Pacers withstood
a 45-point performance from Houston star
James Harden Wednesday in a 108-104 NBA
victory over the Rockets.

The Pacers snapped a five-game losing
streak against the Rockets — who announced
before the game that star guard Russell West-
brook was nursing a quadriceps strain that could
jeopardize his appearance in the playoffs.

Harden did what he could to fill the void, con-
tributing 11 of 14 Rockets points in a late-game
surge that saw Houston cut a 104-90 deficit to
106-104 with 27 seconds remaining. Indiana
held on, Holiday draining two free throws to
close out the victory.

Harden barely missed an impressive triple-
double with 45 points, 17 rebounds and 9 assists.
It was his 21st game in the pandemic-disrupted
season with 40 or more points. The win for the
shorthanded Pacers — who were without All-
Star forward Domantas Sabonis, leading scorer
T.J. Warren and starting point guard Malcolm
Brogdon — means Indiana clinched a top-five
seed in the Eastern Conference.

They will face the Miami Heat when the first
round of the playoffs begin in the NBA’s “bub-
ble” in Orlando, Florida. With their playoff
matchup confirmed before they took the court,
the Heat gave starters plenty of rest in a 116-115
loss to the Oklahoma City Thunder.

“That does create a little more of clarity of
how we’ll operate going forward,” Heat coach
Erik Spoelstra said. “We still want to work on
getting ready for the playoffs.”

Duncan Robinson scored 19 points in the first
half, Bam Adebayo added six and Jimmy Butler

notched seven before all were held out of the
second half. Heat rookie Tyler Herro scored a
season-high 30 points, but Oklahoma City’s
Mike Muscala drained a three-pointer with 5.2
seconds as the Thunder erased a 22-point deficit
to seize the win.

Darius Bazley scored 21 points and Shai
Gilgeous-Alexander added 18 for Oklahoma City,
who out-scored the Heat 34-15 in the final quar-
ter. The reigning champion Toronto Raptors
grabbed a 125-121 victory over the Philadelphia
76ers, with Stanley Johnson making the go-ahead
basket with less than five seconds to play. Assis-
tant coach Adrian Griffin, standing in for Raptors
coach Nick Nurse, got the win as the Raptors im-
proved to 6-1 in the NBA’s season restart in a
quarantine “bubble” in Orlando, Florida.

Kyle Lowry and Chris Boucher scored 19
points each for the Raptors. Tobias Harris scored
22 points to lead the 76ers, who got a scare
when star center Joel Embiid, back after missing
a game with a left ankle injury, took a blow on
his right wrist in the first quarter. Embiid didn’t
return in the second half, but the Raptors said
X-rays on his wrist were negative.

CLIPPERS RALLY PAST NUGGETS 
Indiana’s victory meant the 76ers learned be-

fore tip-off that they will face the third-seeded
Boston Celtics in the first round of the playoffs.

The Los Angeles Clippers locked up the
Western Conference second seed and a first-
round playoff clash with Dallas with a 124-111
victory over the Denver Nuggets.

The Clippers out-scored Denver 40-34 in the
third quarter, powering past a Nuggets team
who opted to rest starters Nikola Jokic, Jamal

Murray and Michael Porter Jr. in the fourth pe-
riod. Paul George led the Clippers with a game-
high 27 points, his sixth straight game of 20 or
more. Kawhi Leonard added 26 — his 11th
straight game with at least 20 points. Clippers
coach Doc Rivers, still waiting to learn if guards
Patrick Beverly and Landry Shamet will be back
from injury when the playoffs begin, wasn’t get-

ting too excited about securing the second seed
in the West behind the Los Angeles Lakers.

“It doesn’t mean a lot,” Rivers said. “With the
injuries that we’ve had this year and all the other
stuff, for us being the two seed says we’re pretty
good. Everyone’s done a hell of a job to keep this
thing going. “Now let’s hope we can get healthy
and hopefully go from there.” — AFP

Pacers hold off Rockets 
despite Harden’s 45 points

Clippers down Nuggets, seal West’s no. 2 seed

LAKE BUENA VISTA:  Edmond Sumner #5 of the Indiana Pacers drives for a layup against the
Houston Rockets in the third quarter at AdventHealth Arena at ESPN Wide World Of Sports
Complex in Lake Buena Vista, Florida. — AFP

Premiership 
resumes in new
era of COVID-19 
LONDON: The English Premiership resumes
today when Sale Sharks play Harlequins, bringing
to an end a 159-day hiatus forced by the coron-
avirus pandemic. Rugby is the last of the major
sports to restart in England and will have the nine
rounds of games and play-offs — the top four
qualify — crammed into a tight schedule with the
Premiership final slated for October 24.

Much has changed, and not only due to the
COVID-19 outbreak. Sportsmen have been tak-
ing the knee to support the Black Lives Matter
movement sparked by the death of unarmed
African-American George Floyd after a Min-
neapolis policeman kneeled on his neck.

AFP Sport looks at both issues ahead of the
resumption:

COVID-19 protocol breaches could carry se-

vere penalty. Players will bear a heavy respon-
sibility both on and off the pitch.

Should any players breach the strict virus
measures and a match subsequently has to be
cancelled due to their actions they will incur the
wrath of the authorities.

Their opponents will be awarded a 20-0 vic-
tory and five points as if it was a bonus point
win. The frenetic nature of the rescheduled sea-
son which includes midweek matches will not
allow for games to be postponed to a later date.

Those games that are cancelled by the gov-
ernment or authorities due to local lockdowns
will be called a draw and each side will be
awarded two points each.

The decision would be ratified by a Premier-
ship Rugby panel.  “If a club is unavailable
through COVID then the opposition get a 20-
point win,” said Steve Diamond, Sharks’ director
of rugby.

“We are in Greater Manchester. If there was
a lockdown here and Exeter Chiefs were coming
up the following week and they couldn’t play,
then the points are shared.” Diamond — whose
side lie second ahead of the final nine rounds —
has provided some entertainment for the players

to prevent them getting bored.
He has had a pool table and table tennis set

installed on the two coaches used to ferry the
players to and from away matches.

There have been 20 positive cases among
players since Premiership clubs began testing on
July 6. Their nerves may be jangling after the
news that five Hull FC players who played
against Salford Red Devils last Sunday tested
positive for coronavirus — this despite the de-
cision to do away with scrums for the campaign.

Scrums are still part and parcel of the Pre-
miership season.

As a reminder of the personal toll the virus
took there will be a minute’s silence before each
match honouring the efforts of the doctors and
nurses of the National Health Service.

Hearts, knees, Vs — 
Premiership unites against racism

Taking the knee has been met with mixed re-
sults across sports due to concerns over some
of the political views expressed by the Black
Lives Matter Movement.

Premier League footballers and coaching
staff made the gesture but in Formula One it has

not been universal, even if the drivers who re-
mained standing expressed their solidarity in
combatting racism.

Former England and British and Irish Lions
wing Ugo Monye believes the Premiership will
be more like Formula One than the Premier
League. The 37-year-old has been involved in a
players’ working group, containing a represen-
tative from each of the 12 Premiership clubs.

“I don’t want people to jump to conclusions
and assumptions that by people not taking the
knee, that means they’re racist,” he told the BBC.

“Within the Premiership, there’s a lot of dif-
ferent communities, cultures and different coun-
tries represented within the 12 teams.

“Everyone has a different personal relation-
ship with racism.” His assessment is reflected in
the different approaches of the clubs. His former
side Harlequins along with Bath and Leicester
Tigers will take the knee.

Bristol Bears 23-man matchday squad will
form the shape of a heart: “Love for our team-
mates and love for our community”. Worcester
Warriors and Gloucester will signal their support
in combatting racism by forming into a V-shape
before kick-off.   — AFP
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SOUTHAMPTON: Waqar Younis believes Pak-
istan captain Azhar Ali can overcome a poor run
of form as his side look for a series-levelling win
in the second Test against England at
Southampton starting today.

Pakistan, despite not having played interna-
tional cricket for six months because of the
coronavirus, dominated the majority of last
week’s first Test at Old Trafford, with opening
batsman Shan Masood hitting a Test-best 156
and leg-spinner Yasir Shah taking eight wickets.

Their pace trio of Mohammad Abbas, Sha-
heen Afridi and teenage rising star Naseem Shah
all troubled England’s top order. Pakistan, de-
spite a second-innings collapse, were still
favourites to win when they reduced England to
117-5 in pursuit of a target of 277.

But a partnership of 139 between Chris
Woakes (84 not out) and Jos Buttler (75) turned
the tide as England won by three wickets to go
1-0 up with two to play. Azhar, criticised for his
tactics during Buttler and Woakes’ stand, has
made just one fifty in 10 innings since becoming
skipper in November.

Pace great Waqar, himself a former Pakistan

captain and now the team’s bowling coach, sym-
pathised by saying Wednesday: “Being captain
and playing in the top order is not easy. “When
you’re in bad form, or have had a bad game,
everything gets scrutinised.  

“I’ve been captain myself so I know what he’s
going through. But he’s a seasoned player...He
knows how to come out of these situations and
I expect him to deliver in the upcoming two Test
matches.” Pakistan played two leg-spinners at
Old Trafford, with Shadab Khan backing up
Yasir, but they could now deploy a fourth
seamer on what may be a less receptive Ageas
Bowl surface. If that’s the case then Faheem
Ashraf, who has played in just four Tests since
making his debut against Ireland two years ago,
may be in line for a recall. “We haven’t really de-
cided about it but we are definitely going to
gear him up and see whether he is ready to go
and deliver the goods for Pakistan,” said Waqar. 

It is 10 years since Pakistan lost a Test series
against England and head coach Misbah-ul-
Haq said they “should not be mentally down”
following last week’s agonising loss. England
star all-rounder Ben Stokes will miss the last

two Tests of the series after travelling to New
Zealand to be with his ill father. Zak Crawley,
dropped for the last two Tests in favour of an

extra bowler deployed by England to compen-
sate for Stokes’ quad injury, is now set to re-
turn to England’s top order. —AFP

Waqar backs Pakistan captain Azhar 
‘to deliver’ against England

It is 10 years since Pakistan lost a Test series against England

MANCHESTER: File photo shows Pakistan’s Shadab Khan (R) celebrates after taking a catch to dismiss Eng-
land’s Ollie Pope for 7 during play on the fourth day of the first Test cricket match between England and Pak-
istan at Old Trafford in Manchester. —AFP

Aussie Starc bulked 
up to challenge 
speed record
SYDNEY: Australian strike bowler Mitchell Starc has muscled
up during the off-season and modified his bowling action as
he targets crashing through the hallowed 100 mph mark. The
left-armer has used his unusually long lay-off due to the coro-
navirus pandemic to spend quality time in the gym ahead of
an upcoming blockbuster summer against India.

Only a handful of bowlers are in the 100 mph club, with
Pakistan’s Shoaib Aktar considered the fastest ever with his
100.2 mph (161.3 kph) rocket in 2003 the world’s quickest
delivery.

Starc has been knocking on the door for years, with a 99.7
mph (160.4 kph) missile against New Zealand in Perth in 2015
his best effort so far. He hopes the extra work will not only
make him quicker, but help stave off the injuries that have
struck before when he strived to smash speed records.

“It would be nice but at the same time the two occasions
I’ve been up around that (160 kph) mark I’ve snapped my foot,”
he told cricket.com.au late Wednesday. “Hopefully that’s not the
case but when everything’s going well, that rhythm is happening
and conditions suit, then I can get that speed gun up.

“Perhaps that extra time in the gym and extra time off I
might be able to push the limits again.” Starc added that he
had tweaked his bowling action, which had helped him retain
his extreme pace and hone his radar. —AFP

Top-ranked Barty 
driven by 
Wimbledon ‘dream’
SYDNEY: World number one Ashleigh Barty won’t have a chance
to fulfil her dream of winning Wimbledon this year, but she re-
mains laser-focused on being crowned champion at the All-Eng-
land Club.

The Australian won the junior Wimbledon title as a 15-year-
old in 2011, but the expectations that came with that success took
their toll and she made a shock decision three years later to ditch
tennis for cricket.

“In short, I think I needed just to find myself,” Barty, who is
skipping the upcoming US Open due to coronavirus fears, said in
an interview yesterday with broadcaster ABC of her move to the
Brisbane Heat cricket team.

“I felt like I got twisted and maybe a little bit lost along the
way in the first part of my career.” While cricket gave her “a dif-
ferent perspective about sport”, the lure of tennis was never far
away, driven by an ambition to taste success again at Wimbledon.

“My dream is winning Wimbledon. Without a doubt,” said
Barty, who returned to tennis in 2016. “It took a long time for me
to say that out loud. It took a long time for me to have the courage
to say that out loud, but that’s what I want. That’s what I want to
work towards.

“Being able to win junior Wimbledon was really special, but it
just gave me a taste of what it’s really like.” She has been robbed
of the opportunity this year, with the tournament cancelled for the
first time since World War II due to the worldwide coronavirus
outbreak.

The 24-year-old already has one Grand Slam title to her name,
winning the French Open last year, which helped her surge to the

top of the world rankings where she has stayed since. But she can’t
remember much about her breakthrough at Roland Garros, where
she beat Marketa Vondrousova in straight sets in the final.

“It doesn’t feel real, still,” Barty said. “That whole match is a
bit of a blur, and the lead-up to that (winning) moment is a little
bit lost. “The best thing was turning around and being able to look
at my team, that moment I will never forget,” she added. 

Barty admitted to “ups and downs” during her extended layoff
this year, but her decision to miss the US Open, which is set to
start in New York on August 31, was an easy one given the un-
predictability of the pandemic.

“That was a massive part of it for our team — accepting that
this is something greater than what we can control, we can’t do
anything about it,” she said. “We just have to play our part and
do the right thing. And then hope we get an opportunity some
time in the year to get back to some kind of normal.” —AFP

Ashleigh Barty
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LISBON: Paris Saint-Germain snatched a dramatic
victory from the jaws of defeat as substitute Eric
Choupo-Moting’s goal three minutes into added
time allowed them to beat Atalanta 2-1 in their
Champions League quarter-final in Lisbon on
Wednesday.

Atalanta were on the brink of extending their
remarkable run on into the last four after Mario
Pasalic gave the Italians a 27th-minute lead in
the first game of the ‘Final Eight’ at an empty
Estadio da Luz.

But PSG were rescued as Marquinhos came
forward to scramble in a last-minute equaliser
and they did not even need extra time to com-
plete the turnaround, with Kylian Mbappe set-
ting up fellow substitute Choupo-Moting to win
the tie right at the end.

“When I came on I said to myself, ‘we can’t lose,
we can’t go home like that’. The rest is history,” said
Choupo-Moting, who signed a two-month contract
extension to stay at PSG for the ‘Final Eight’ after
his deal expired in June.

The French champions’ reward is a place in
the semi-finals of Europe’s elite club competition
for the first time since 1995.  They will play RB
Leipzig or Atletico Madrid next Tuesday for a
place in the final.

It is the first time PSG have gone beyond the
last eight of the Champions League since the
Qatari takeover of the club almost a decade ago
and all the huge investment that has followed.

“Going home never crossed my mind,” said

Neymar. “From beginning to end, right from the
warm-up, qualifying for the semi-finals was all we
thought about. I want to go to the final and nobody
will stop me thinking about that.”

The result is heartbreaking for Atalanta, who
were hoping to continue their fairytale campaign
for at least a few more days and give the people of
Bergamo more reason to cheer.

The northern Italian city suffered terribly at the
height of the coronavirus pandemic earlier this
year. Bergamo’s death toll from COVID-19 has
made it one of the worst-hit regions anywhere dur-
ing the health crisis.

“We came very close. It looked as it we could
do it,” said Atalanta coach Gian Piero Gasperini.
This will still go down as a highly successful season
for Gasperini’s team, who scored eight goals over
two legs to beat Valencia in the last 16 in March.

That tie was completed just before football
across Europe ground to a halt in the face of the
pandemic, but Atalanta have since come back to
finish third in Serie A for the second year running,
scoring 98 goals in the process.

Beating PSG was ultimately a step too far, but
that Atalanta came so close is remarkable enough.
After all, their annual wage bill is believed to be
equivalent to what PSG pay Neymar alone. It was
because of the pandemic that UEFA decided to
bring the Champions League to Lisbon for a
straight knockout tournament from the quarter-fi-
nals onwards, with all ties one-off matches behind
closed doors.

MBAPPE’S HALF-HOUR
PSG therefore knew they would get no second

chance to turn the tie around and coach Thomas
Tuchel’s gamble on Mbappe’s fitness ultimately
paid off. Mbappe was left in a race against time to
make this match after spraining his ankle in the
French Cup final against Saint-Etienne on July 24.

He was only deemed fit enough to come on for
the final 30 minutes, with PSG already diminished
without the injured Marco Verratti and the sus-

pended Angel Di Maria.
Neymar was there, but the world’s most ex-

pensive player failed to take a glorious early
chance, shooting wide with only Atalanta goal-
keeper Marco Sportiello to beat after bursting
through on goal.

Instead it was Atalanta who broke through just
before the half-hour mark as Pasalic fired home
first-time from 15 yards after the ball fell to him
in the box. —AFP

Choupo-Moting the hero as PSG 
stun Atalanta to reach CL semis

Going home never crossed my mind: Neymar

LISBON: Paris Saint-Germain’s Cameroon forward Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting heads the ball during the UEFA
Champions League quarter-final football match between Atalanta and Paris Saint-Germain at the Luz Stadium
in Lisbon. —AFP

Bergeron’s second
OT winner lifts
Bruins in NHL
playoff opener
MONTRAL: Boston’s Patrice Bergeron scored
1:13 into the second over-time period Wednes-
day to give the Bruins a 4-3 National Hockey
League victory over Carolina in a postponed
playoff game. It was the first triumph in four
games in the Eastern Conference bubble at
Toronto for the Bruins, who led the NHL in wins
and points when the COVID-19 pandemic shut
down the season on March 12. Boston went win-
less in three seeding games before the playoffs,
leaving them as only a fourth seed despite their
strong regular-season effort.

Then they had to wait an extra day to play
the Hurricanes as they both watched Tampa Bay
defeat Columbus in five over-times on Tuesday,

a six-hour marathon that became the fourth-
longest game in NHL history and prompted of-
ficials to move the Boston-Carolina matchup to
the next morning.

When that game went past the first over-
time, the Bruins pondered how long they might
have to go in their best-of-seven first-round se-
ries opener.  “We talked about trying to end this
before the fifth over-time, so very happy about
that,” Bergeron said.

“A lot of great things from our team. We’re
getting better from one game to the next. We’ve
got to keep doing the little things to help us win.
It’s all about the wins.” David Pastrnak, Charlie
Coyle and David Krejci scored in regulation time
for the Bruins, who also had 25 saves from goal-
tender Tuukka Rask. Hurricanes coach Rod
Brind’Amour was steaming after the game over
his failed challenge of Coyle’s second-period
goal, which looked like a hand pass.

The league ruling was that Carolina goalie
Petr Mrazek controlled the puck, negating the
hand pass, but Brind’Amour was irked that the
call on the ice was unclear — which he said led
to his unsuccessful challenge. —AFP

MADRID: Lionel Messi might never have been
faced with a more daunting task at Barcelona than
engineering a victory against Bayern Munich in
Lisbon today.

The only surviving former winners of European
club football’s greatest prize — with five titles
each — meet in a heavyweight Champions
League quarter-final behind closed doors at the
Estadio da Luz.

It is not often that Messi’s Barcelona come into
such a big European tie as the underdogs, but they
have this time, with Quique Setien’s team having
lost out to Real Madrid in the Spanish title race
while Bayern appeared flawless on the way to
winning a German league and cup double.

Messi is now 33, yet Barcelona appear more
reliant on him than ever. He scored twice against
Bayern in the quarter-finals in 2009 when
Barcelona went on to win the Champions League
under Pep Guardiola.

He hit four against Arsenal the following year
and five against Bayer Leverkusen in 2012 but on
both occasions, Barca were favourites. Messi also
sank Real Madrid at the Santiago Bernabeu in

2011 when his double in the first leg of the semi-
final, including one of the finest goals the compe-
tition has ever seen, transcended a rivalry that had
been dragged to its ugliest point.

And he was part of perhaps the tournament’s
greatest comeback, the 6-1 destruction of Paris
Saint-Germain in 2017 after Barcelona lost 4-0 in
the first leg of that last-16 tie.

Yet this time threatens to be different. With
Luis Suarez and Antoine Griezmann alongside
him, Frenkie de Jong and Sergio Busquets behind
him and Jordi Alba out wide, Messi should not be
on his own.

Even in defence, Gerard Pique still has a claim
to be the best defender in La Liga and Marc-
Andre ter Stegen is among the most impressive
goalkeepers in the world. “Bayern are playing re-
ally well and are full of confidence but we have the
weapons to beat them,” Griezmann told Barca TV.

But the sense remains that Messi must perform
if Barcelona are to defeat Bayern, widely seen as
the favourites to lift the trophy on August 23, at
the end of the express knock-out tournament in
Lisbon. —AFP

Messi’s toughest task as Barcelona
face up to Bayern Munich
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